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Declares Jhis Section the
Best in the World for
Tuberculosis

y

Uit for the Theory That Just as
Good Reiu'ts Can Be Secured in
Inclement Climates of the Est

Has no

"What may you say to the. people
of Las Vegas as to my Impressions
of this section? Why, almost everything that Is favorable,'.' said Dr. E.
Fletcher lngals. the noted Chicago
physician, to an Optic man this morning.
"I have visited this city and this
section before. I have been at your
beautiful Montezuma hotel and have
taken a few trips Into the surrounding
Dr. Dodson nor
country, but neither
.
.
.
14
uiyreu nave ever Deiore naa as good
an opportunity of learning the conditions of this country as at present.
"We are delighted with this country. , I have had the Impression for a
long time, and it has been very greatly strengthened by my present visit,
that this particular section offers
more natural advantages In the treatment of the early stages of consume-tlothan any other part of the earth.
You have the elevation, the dry, pure
and exhlleratlng air, the maximum of
sunshine, the beautiful mountain re-sorts, the scent of the woodlands and

1

fatal danger of delay In taking measures to check the disease. I am
glad to see your expansion of the tent
Idea. Dr. Brown has at Valmora an
admirable place, and his tent cottages
are tflt equal of any made. The sanitariums must provide nourishing food,
recreation, as well as climate, and
that 1 am glad to observe your sanitariums are doing.
"I hope to come again to your city.
Tt does the well ones good to breathe
your delightful air and roam over
your beautiful hills. Where the sick
are cured the well ones go back cheered and invigorated. No, I can't praise
your climate too highly. It Is not too
cold In winter, it is delightful In the
summer and the autumn. You have
Just" about the right amount of
moisture to ensure the most salubrious conditions and your occasional
light snows are a benefit rather than
otherwise."
Dr. lngals and Dr. Dodson, who
have been the guests of Dr. W. T.
Brown at Valmora for the past two
weeks, left this afternoon for home.
They took opportunity last night, In
company with a number of Las Vegas physicians, to visit the new tent
colony and the St. Anthony's sanitarium and tent settlement. They
approve highly of the efforts that are
being made In Las Vegas to prepare
for the reception of Invalids and are
enthusiastic over Valmora and other
resorts of the section.
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NoUble Reception by Ne Ihilway Magnate Leaves San
'
at
; Francisco on Record
groes
Tiiskejee .
Institute
Breaking Run

Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 24. When
the president left here this morning
to continue his trip a busy day confronted him. His program for the
day Included a visit to Tuskegee, the
home of the famous institute for negroes, a return trip to Montgomery,
and a visit to Birmingham, at all of
which places speeches are to be made.
The president's train left here for
Tuskgee at 7 o'clock and Is sche luted
to return at noon. An address will
be delivered here and at 5 o'clock he
Is scheduled to reach Birmingham.
At 6:45 his train will leave for Little
Rock.

BRYAN

Omaha, Neb., Oct 24 Reports received at the Union Pacific headquarters in this city show that a fast run
of the Harriman special which start- el from San Francisco yesterday afternoon for the east Is being made.
The. train Is scheduled to arrive at
Ogden at 11 a. m. and the Union Pacific Is aranglng to give the railroad
magnate a fast trip between Ogden
and Omaha. Only a brief stop will be
made in this city where the train will
be transfered to the Chicago ft Northwestern
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LUIS

PLEASED

WITH SOIL
Test Thst Shsws Seventy
Five Buthds cf Osts

SHELDON ILL
Topeka, Oct. 24. Rev. Charles M.
Sheldon, author of "In his 8teps" and
other religious works, is lying dangerously HI at his home In this city with
stomach and kidney trouble. A con
sultation of physicians pronounced his
case alarming with an operation probable.

RUSSELL TO RESCUE.
Y

Caracas, Oct 24. The government at Washington has
commissioned Amertcan Minister Russell to endeavor to

arrange the

Franco-Venezuela-

n

Incident.,
go to
Los Teques today for an interview with President Castro.
Russell will

e

d
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ST0CKGR0WERS' ASSOCIATION
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ON STAND

New York, Oct. 24.
Emory
actuary of the Mutual Life
Insurance company, was the first witness before tbp investigating committee today. Witnesses said he had
been actuary of various companies
since 1868 and had been actuary of
the Mutual Life since 1889.
k,

Press Agent Testifies.
New York, Oct. 24. Charles J.
Smith, who said he was a press agent
In the employ of the Mutual Life,
testified before the legislative Inves
tigating committee today that his
duties were to counteract the Injury
done to the Mutual Life by the publi
cation of news stories. He said his
salary was $8,000 and that he was
paid l a line for dispatches sent out
by the .telegraphic news bureau. He
showed a clipping from the Wilming
ton (Del.) News of a dispatch which
he had sent out and which he said
cost the Mutual $5,000. It dealt-witthe testimony of Frederick Cromwell,
treasurer of the Mutual before the In
'
vestigation committee.
h

FIFTY KILLED IN RIOTS
AT SANTIAGO OE CHILE

Buenos Ayres, Oct

24.

from Santiago de Chile says

A

dispatch

that about

were killed and 500
fifty persons
wounded in the recent rioting there.

.,

ndv-nnci-

MEETS FAMOUS
JAPANESE ADMIRAL.

ED

.

Lightning Change.
Ogden, Utah, Oct. 24. The Harriman special train arrived at Ogden
at 11:23 this morning and departed
after a change of engines, which was
accomplished in tne record time of
two minutes. The run from San Francisco was made at the average speed
B. H.
miles an hour.
of, forty-fivHarriman refused to submit to an interview. His train is guarded by de
fectives and secret service men.

a
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In progress, some one raised the cry
of "the Cossacks are coming," and a
panic followed. Many were Injured In
the crush. Subsequently the crowd
cam In contact with a detachment of
cavalry. Revolvers and small bombs
were used by civilians and rifles by
the soldiers.
Uoth sides suffered
were
severely and many wounded
left on the ground when the crowd
dispersed. The strikers have sluco
plundered the gunsmith shops and
armed themselves.

Toklo. Oct. 24. W. J. bryan was
present at a reception in honor of
Better than Analyses
Vice Admiral Togo today, and he was
Introduced to the admiral.
There
was the cordial exchange of sentiRun From Starting Point to Ojden at ments between the two, the admiral Outlook for Lai
Vejai Project Excdlent
Mile Rate, Beating Time
Forty-Fiv- e
expressing himself delighted with the
Expert Describe the Campbell
unexpected presence of the American.
of Limited Seven Hours
Method of Farminj.

President at Tuskoget.
Tusckogee Inst, Ala., Oct.- 24.
President
reached the
Roosevelt
grounds of the Tuskogee Normal and
Industrial Institute after a brief stop
in town, where he was received by
the mayor and other citizens. The
president was received here by Prin
cipal Booker T. Washington and the
members of the board of trustees
LEAHY'S
and faculty. The party; was conduc'
ed.
APPOINTMENT ted to the front of the office building
"While we have been here we visit-.ewhere the president viewed the eduBroke Record.
Valmora and Harvey's, La Cueva,
cational and industrial parade' upon
San Francisco, Oct. 24. The Harriand other points of interest.
which the students and faculty had
Capt. David J. Leahy, clerk of the been
"We have roamed over the hills
at work for several weeks. Fif- man'., special, which left Oakland at
been
apSixth judicial district, has
and explored the canyons, we have nnlnteit assistant TT S fittnrnpv fori teen hundred students were paraded. 3:21 p. m. yesterday made the' fastviewed
tha' ttiirrminritntr rnnntrv fntm ."' .1
wa then con est vlfp' on record between San Fran"'
New Mexpo and win make neaa The presidential party
the presi cisco and Ogden. The overland limitthe
where
to
ducted
chapel
Las
at
Vegas.
Captain
' was
mesas and we are charmed with what quarterswill
introduced
dent
by Principal ed makes the mn In twenty-sihours
go to Las Vegas as soon
Leahy
you have to offer the world from the as he can arrange matters for that Washington.
President Roosevelt's
and
five
the
Harriman
while
minutes,
standpoint of health." ?
speech was confined entirely to praise train covered the distance In ninepurpose.
When asked as to his belief In the
at
done
of
work
being1
the
Tuskogee
David J. Teahy, Is one of New
theories advanced by many eastern Mexico's best citizens. He Is a close Institute and advice to the negroes teen hours and four minutes, beating
doctors as to the possibility of curing law student and a fine speaker. He to Improve their opportunities for the limited by seven hours and one
minute.
tuberculosis just as well in an In- is a member of Roosevelt's Rough education.
clement climate, Dr. lngals said. "It Riders and a close personal friend of
can't be done. There is no doubt but the president
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 24. Amidst MRS ROGERS CASE TO
v
APPEAR IN SUPREME COURT
cured
are
cases
of
tuberculosis
the
booming of cannon, the blowing
many
Captain Leahy and wife will have
in all climates. I think there is no to leave Alamogordo as their home of whistles and the cheering of thousdoubt but sixty-fivper cent of the and this we dislake yet take occasion ands, President Roosevelt arrived here Washington, Oct. 24. Mary Mable
contract to congratulate the captain upon his at noon from Tuskogee. The route Rogers, under, sentence of death in
of
climates
eastern
people
per cent appointment as assistant U. S. at- of the parade was through the prin- Vermont for killing her husband, was
consumption. Twenty-fivof these getlwell without? ever know- torney, and our kindest wishes go cipal streets to the capltol, where a today granted leave to proceed on
ing they have had the disease. At with him and his wife. Alamogordo platform was; erected within a few appeal before the supreme court of the
feet of the spot where Jefferson Davis nlted StateB as a pauper without payleast twelve per cent of those who News. '.
ment of costs.
contract the disease and are aware
took his oath of office.
Now
the
outdoor
well.
that
'
of it, get
BOLD ROBBERY
treatment and , good food and rest
THE AMER-VICTORY
ideas are being carried out the
in
well
who
any
of those
get
Rldgeville, Ind.,5 Oct. 24. Robbers
ICAN
climate is increasing
last night wrecked the safe of the
"But there Isn't the least :, question
,Rd ,lle 8tate bank and escaped C. M. O'Donel, who attended the big duly noticed in the press. The two
in my mina mtu iur me uuntumi with about
The explosion
$6,000.
patient In the early stages, hls,re moused CasUer BruiRon. who
meeting of the American L.ock. Grow associations will be consolidated Into
covery is more certain and more to the bank in time to receive a bul- ers' association in Denver, brings one great live stock organization, to
rapid in this climate. How could it let in bis ankle. Before entering the back the Interesting news that the represent the entire live stock producbe otherwise? All doctors dwell on bank, the robbers met the town National Live Stock association has ing interests of the country, on the
the Importance of sunshine, yet seem watchman, overpowered, bound and surrendered horse and foot, has sunk following basis:
to forget that some countries have gagged him.
its name and merged its Identity Into First. The membership to consist
nttio sunshine. Rnlnv weather
that of the former organization. This of the live stock producing and maturmeans the stock growers of the na ing interests of the country.
is known to be harmful and depressing j
Second. The constitution and by
tion are united in an organization
to the patient, yet some sections have PNTFRPPIf
F
- ly- qowmen laws of the 'American Stock Growers'
composed of horsemen,
nrrno .ve vi v w f mtnv weather.
BANK AFFAIRS sheepmen and goat men, pig men and association, modified so as to admit
With life out of doors, good food and
for
mule men and that the packing and to membership such associations of
careful treatment, there Is, hope
but
in
and commission Interests live stock producers, as well as In
climate,
any
railway
the consumptive
Pittsburg, Oct. 24. Renewed inter have been eliminated.
divtduals, to be made the basis.
what a privation to be compelled to
est la being manifested in the 'Enter
will be remembered that the
Third. One strong central commit
It
live out of doors in some climates.
National bank affairs by the re American Stock Growers last year tee,
Anfc from the very fact that your sec prise
appointed by the association thus
port that Wm. B. Rldgely. comptrol
tion Is much superior in those things ler of the currency. Is .n the city to withdrew from the National associa- formed, to carry on the business of
.
tion on account of the insistence of the association.
which all doctors agree are oi unpuii-anceday. Efforts to locate him have been the latter on admitting the alleged
Fourth. The association to cotubercular
the
that
must
be
it
The
unsuccessful.
report
yesterday
the
however,
operate with an allied Interests
patient, other things such as food and that notes aggregating ffiuO.OOfl arc kindred interests. Now,
as may
and
realized
the
been
much
do
mistake
has
through such
recreation being equal,' will
miseing from the bank .s given little stock association will be for stockmen be appointed by the executive com
better here.
credence.
only.
nilttee, whenever and wnerever the
"1 have long recommended and will
statement
is
the
in
Interests of Raid association and al
signed
Following
continue to recommend patients
.1. 11. Steen was fined 150 and costs
of the Na lied interests are mutual.
President
of
to
Hagenbartn
tuberculosis
of
the early stages
In Justice of the Peace Green's court
.acKenzie of tne
Fifth. The objects of the organiza
come to this country, tt Is worse than at Socorro, Socorro county, this tional and President t
association:
thus formed will be, to represent
tion
American
far
folly for any doctor to advise
week, on the charge of shooting up
executive committees respec- the live stock fnteies.8 in all matters
The
their
leave
to
patients
the camp at Magdalena.
tively of the National Live Stock as- .of general and public importance, and
homes for any climate. This disease,
and the American Stock to conserve the interests, protect that
sociation
be
must
to be successfully combattcd,
association today agreed rlnhts and to redress tne wrongs of
Growers'
a
obtained
attack! d bpfore it ,hns
a
consolidation
cf the two asso each and all of Its members.
nnoii
I know
CROWDS VIEW REMAINS
jirent hold on the system.
ratification of (Signed)'
to
the
ciations,
subject
of
cases
OF JERRY SIMPSON
there are some wonderful
in Joint
associations
F. J. HAGENBARTH,
the
respective
far adpeople who have come here
Denat
be
held
Pres. Nat. ! S. Assn
to
anntml
convention,
Wichita, Kas.f Oct. 21. Hunvanced and recovered,, but that is the
of Janon
MACKENZIE.
Ml'ltDO
the
30tbvd.iy
ver,
beginning
is
It
dreds of friends and admirers
exception. Generally spenking
Pres.- Amer. Stock Growers, Assn.
190G, the fall of which hns been
uary,
of
the
townsmen
bnd
fellow
has
who
only
wrong to tear a patient
late J?rry Simpson today Viewa few months to live from his home
a
to
out
him
I
send
ed the body of the departed
AND
and
association
and
is ImMasonic
at
one
Where
country.
strange
IN RUSSIAN TOWN
the
Temple. The body will lie In
proved, in ten cases it hastens
2 p. m.
tomorrow
until
at
state
end.
when' the funeral
will take
air and
"But in your
is
Markoff. Oct, 24. A serious con- ties on both sides, occurred here last
hope
there
skies
plac.
under your sunny
flict
between troops and the people, night. While a meeting of 20.000
and
peosufferers
tubercular
for the
which there were many casual citizens, students and workmen was
lesson of the
the
during
arl
learning
ple
1
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I

Roosevelt Praises Work of Institution an
Advises the Mtmbers of tha African
Race to Improve Of portunitics

Boston, Oct. 24. A more extensive demand than last week
is noted in the wool market.
There is the strong call for
haif bloods which however, it
Is impossible to meet satisfactorily. Fleece wools are firm.

n

24, 1905.

WELL PLEASED
At the
Washington, Oct. 24.
French embassy when Informed of the
effort of the American minister at
Caracas to arrange an agreement be
tween France and Venezuela, express-eextreme satisfaction at the inter
vention of the United 8tates. Senor
Veloz, Venezuelan charge d'affaires,
had not yet been officially Informed
about the statement and declined to
be Interviewed.
Many people wonder how the old
work engine 822 received the name
of "Uncle Dick."
It was one of the
first engines on the road, when the

Santa Fe crossed the mountains
Instead of going through the tunnel
near Raton and the engine was nam
ed after old "Uncle Dick," an eceen
trie character, who formerly kept a
toll gate over the wagon road in the
mountains ne.ir Riton. He was never
connected with the railroad In any
way.

."I am well satisfied with the depth.
richness and general good quality of
the Las Vegas soil," said Engineer
Thomas C. Mean of the reclamation
service to The Optic this morning.
"Yes, I will make analyses,' he went
on, In response' to a question, "be
cause the Secretary of the Interior
wants them, but when I see fields that
bnshels of
are yielding- seventy-fivoats to an acre, when I notice tha
vegetation growing on the lands surrounding the city, with and without
examine the appearance
irrigation,
and note the depth of tha soil, I reach
conclusions that are even more satis
factory than the results of analyses.
"Tha analyses show that there are
certain proportions of nitrates, phosphates, clay, alkali, etc.. In the soil.
If the proportions and the substance '
are right, that soil should grow crops.
But when you show me that same soil
'
growing crops you have a result that
no analysis can disturb.
"Your soil is deep and black, and
while it offers some difficulty to the
lrrigationista and requires careful attention, It will yield the finest kind
of cropB. My report' to the depart
ment will be entirely favorable. I
deal only with the soil problem, but I
understand that all other tests re
quired by the department, the amount
of land,, the, markets,' the cost of the
proposed works, the amount of water,
have been passed. My report will be
made Just as soon as possible, and as
soon as that la done the engineers of
the department will examine all the1
reports concerning the project and the
secretary of the interior will pass
upon It. The outlook seems to
.

e

good.
Mr. Campbell was asked for Infor- .1

I

1LA

..

-

tern, and replied aa follows: "The
Campbell , system consists first of
deep plowing. Then cornea
cultivation by a machine that Mr.
Campbell baa patented. There are,
however, other pieces of machinery
which give the same result After
the seed has been planted, much cultivation Is resorted to, with specially
prepared machinery. However there
m a good deal of the regular machinery that can be used to accomplish
the same result The cultivation has
for Its purpose the breaking up of the
soil into very small particles In order
to allow the capillarity of the particles full scope, thus bringing to
the seed every bit of moisture. A
double purpose of this frequent cut
tlvatlon is to form a dust covering to
prevent the escape of any of the moisture."
The Campbell method alms to follow a rational mode of cultivation. It
isn't necessary to use the patent machinery. The farmer who Irrlgatea-anthe farmer in the land where
plenty of rain falls Is apt to neglect:
frequent and careful cultivation. No
method can be successful w.here lesn
than eight inches of rain falls, but a
great deal can be done In the western
lands if the farmers use reason, don't
expect the impossible and cultivate
their lands to the limit. And vast
harm will be done If the attempt Is
made to make the people believe yott
can turn any desert Into a garden by
the Campbell or any other method.
The engineers, accompanied by Jefferson Raynolds, D. C. Winters and
Dr. V. R. Tipton, spent a pleasant
morning at the asylum and were delighted wltn what ihad been .done
there by the application of Intelligent
Irrigation methods and hard work.
This afternoon they drove twelve
miles below the city to see the land
proposed to be Irrigated. They go
south on No. 7 tonight.
sub-so- il
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.
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bA TLt BETWfctN TROOPS
CITIZENS

life-givin- g

HEADQUARTERS

AT CASPER.

Casper, Wyo., Oct. 24 Tho
Chicago & Northwestern railroad has located the headquarters of Its Wyoming lines at
this point, with J. P. Cantlllon
as division superintendent.

CLARK'S PRETTY BLUFF
Los Angeles, Oct. 24.
The Ixw
Angeles, San Pedro ft Salt Lake road
has decided to reduce the running
time of Its through passenger trains
between Los Angeles and Salt Lake
to twenty-sihours, which will cut
the running time between this city
t
and Chicago to
hours.
x

sixty-eigh-

,

'
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Professional Directory

Hml a half k
and if I hey beat it this time, it U a
safe prediction thai they will bold
l lie record
long as they live.
The day they broke the record will
never be forgotten. It was a January
day with bikIw on the ground and the
clouds bunging low. The weather was
cold and bleak and raw. It was ten
minutes before 11 o'clock when the
great contest was called and the two
giants stripped for the fray. They
followed the two "Terrible Swedes"
who had Just made a record to be City

Kontozuma Ranch
Rosort

WHAT'S THE UIC OF UtINQ A
TASlf SPOONFUL OF OTHER IX- TRACT! WHIN A FIW PROPS OF
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stroke from one of the purtlclpants,
the sledge struck his kneeling partner
on the head.
Great pools of blood
dropped on the stone beside him, but
he shut .his eyes and held on. Seconds poured bucket after bucket of
cold water over his huge body lest he
faint from the blow, and he continued.
Still the steady stroke of the hammer
rang out on the cold January air, and
still the drill found its way home.
One, drill sunk to its depth and was
replaced by another and a longer one
without the missing of a stroke. Suffering untold agonies this giant of the
west remained at his post and continued his task, working regularly as
a clock with bis partner, the man
whose ' recklessness or III luck had
given him the blow that would have
felled an ordinary creature.
Down
The seconds
they drove the drill.
flew, the crowds with, bated breath
watched and waited. The blood still
flowed from the wound in the fore
head and the water soaked garments
oa the sturdy fellow's body were al
most freeslng In the bleak January
weather, but this sturdy son of thd
west was made of the stuff that ha
made the west what it is today, and
he stayed.
Fainted After Winning.
"Fifteen minutes," came the cry
from the lips of the timekeeper. The
contest was ended. The powerful fel
low with the wound on his head had
done nis duty by himself and his partner. The reaction now came and he
fell In a faint He had won, however,
and he could now afford to faint, but
until the timekeeper bad said his task
was over, he had never faltered. Grit
and perseverance alone bad kept this
man of might at his post Pride in
his power as a man and a driller had
strengthened his heart and had en
abled him to continue. Once the sus
pense was ended, he collapsed and
was carried from the scene of victory
limp as a rag. He had demonstrated
what it was to suiter and not succumb,' bad proved that the spirit of
the man of ,'49 was yet alive .and
could now afford to be carried away
by friends. His' Injuries were serious,
but he recovered and he was a cham''

pion.

"

The World's Record."
The world's record was established
In this city on January 13, 1903, by
Chamberlain and Make, and it has
never been equalled since that eventful date. This team is going to make
an effort to break the record at the
contest which Is to take place here
during the meeting of the American
and
Mining congress November
they may do It, but It was a great
feat when they established their pres- -

The Doctor
Always Aslts

14-1- 8,

"Art your

bowels regular ?'
He
inowa that daily action of the
bowels la absolutely essential to
health. Then keep your liver active
bowels regular by taking
dotes of Ayer's Pills.

Historic Contest,
Mounting the platform on which
the great block of granite lay as If
challenging them to reach Its depths,
the brawny miners were cheered.
With drills and hammers they announced ready and when the timekeeper gave the signal they were off
In an Infant, eager for the fray, like
well trained horses on the race course.
The two powerful men worked like
r
machinery; their strokes were as
as a trip hammer. The bleachers yelled when they1 saw the power
which was being thrown Into the
blows and the bookmaker picked tbem
as winners at the very start.
"One hundred dollars they win,"
cried the bookmaker. lie was taken,
but still he was not daunted. He bad
picked thein for winners and offered
more bets. They were taken.
The
crowd cheered and the spectators
stood up In tnelr seats.
The contest
was growing exciting and intuition
told them that a great record was
about to be made, that something was
going to happen. t One, two, three minutes passed and.
the stroke was as steady and as powerful as at the beginning.
The fifth
minute, passed and there was no let
up in the stroke.
You are winning, Chamberlain;
you are winning, Make," yelled tin
bleachers and It did look thai way.
Seven minutes, eight minutes, nine
minutes, and still the same machine- tike blows, though they were striking
now on
shifts, having
started out with minute shifts, Cham
berlain striking 50 and Make 49 to
the minute, losing only one blow in
making the shift.
Ten, eleven, twelve minutes. Still
no let up. They were on the next to
the last drill.
Thirteen minutes, the last drill, and
Chamberlain working like mad.
There was one continuous cheer

ESTABLISHED, 1870.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Us Vegas, New Mexico,
Cradctt

Building, 6th

St

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President,
E. 0. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.
MALlETT RAYNOLDS, Ats't Cashier,

half-minut-

from

leasee Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

S

to 3:30 p m.

HARVEY'S
Ths Hiah Mountain Homt
For comfort health and pleasure
take a trip to this famous resort
Carriage cornea In Tuesdays and Fridays; goes out Wednoadayo and tat
urdaya.. Terms ore $2.00 a day or
110.00 a week.. Far each way, 11.00.
The trip, Including passage and a
stay from Saturday to Friday or from
Wednesday to Tuesday la $10.00.
Leave orders at Murphey'a drug
store or Judge Wooster's office In the
City Hall. Addrtse H. A. Harvey,
City.

CUTLER'S

RANCH

In the beautiful Rociada
valley near the mountains.
Nicest of erery thing in the
market.
Pure mountain water.
Write or phone to

the crowd.

tlrs. C. P. CUTLER, Rocitda,N.M.

B.

G PITTENGER,
PICTURE FRAMING,
WALL PAPER, GLASS,
PAINTS, ETC.

002 CIXTU
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DR. B. M. WILLIAMS

Brldgo 8L

r,

Dentist
Las Vegas, N. M.

.

Dr. e. L. Hammond, Room 7 Crock,
ott building. Hours 8 to IS. and 1:10
to S. Both phones at office and reo
idence.
DR. Q. L. JENKINS,

Dentist

Eastern Star, Regular communica- Rooms S and 4. new Hedgcock build
tion second and fourth Thursday evenIn. 614 Douglas Avenue.
ings of each month. All visiting brothASSAYING.
ers and sisters are cordially Invited.
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron; O. A. Collins.
w. W. Corbet
8. R. Dearth. W. P.; Mrs. Emma
CORBET 4 COLLINS
Benedict, Sec; Mrs. A. M. Howell,
Assaying.
Treas,
Civil, Irrigation and Mining Engineera
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveying.
Redmen meet in Fraternal BrotherSanta
.
.
Fe,
, New Mexico.
hood hall every second and fourth
Thursday of each moon nt the eighth
run. Visiting chiefs always welcome
to the wigwam. William P. Mills,
PARLOJ BARBER SCOP
sachem; Charles P. Jamerson, chief
of records.
atocwotr. 9m.
FIRST CLASS WORKMEN
Fraternal Union of America, Meets
O- first and third Tuesday evenings of
Lincoln Avenue
O
each month In the Fraternal Brotherhood hall, west of Fountain Square, at
8 o'clock.
N. P. Sund. F. M.; W.
G. Koogler, Secretary.
The Fraternal Brotherhood, No. 102,
meets every Friday night at their
hall in the Schmidt building, west, of
Clothing cleaned and pressed.
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock. Visiting Ladles tailoring a
specialty. Fait
members are always welcome.
goods now in stock.
JAMES N. COOK,
President.
Miss Katie Burchell, Secretary.

'a
J

T5e Merchant

..TtlZ..

Special 2Bo

forty-thre-

Established

Chapman Ledge, No. 2, A. F. 4 A. M.
Regular communications ist and 3rd
Thursdays In each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited.
M. K.
Williams, W. M.; Chaiws H.
Secretary.
Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. O. F., Meets
second and fourth Thursday evenings
of each month at the I. O. O. F. hall.
Mrs. Augusta O'Malley, noble grand;
Mrs. M. E. Garllck, vice grand; Mrs.
Mary L. Wert, secretary; Mrs. Sarah
Roberts, treasurer.

.

P. CIDDIO

"The Chaperons" Has a Beau Brum
mel.
There Is one member of the male
portion of the chorus of "The Chapwhich
erons," the operatic-comedwill be seen at the Duncan opera
house Friday night, Nov. 3, who Is
rapidly acquiring the reputation of
being the Benu Drummel of the
theatrical profession. His name is
V. Wlnton Scott, and he is evidently
possessed of a private income, for his
weekly salary as a chorus boy would
hardly pay for the neckties thnt he
wars. Mr. Soott is a tall athletic
looking young man who carries four
teen trunks, on which he himself pay
the excess baggage, the management
of the company, falling to be stiffi
elently Impressed with his sartorial
efforts to assume the added expense,
The young man, even whiie roakin
one night stands, changes hlg raiment
from sit to ton times a day. He ha
often been known to make three
changes of clotiies while making an
ail day railroad trip, and Invariably
goes to the stage door of a theater
wherever he Is playing in evening
dress. He is the proud possessor of
twenty-twmorning suits, eighteen
afternoor
affairs, seven
pairs ol
evening suits,
trousers, seventeen vests, nineteen
pairs of shoes, eleven hats, a trunk
full of shirts, and is constantly adding
to his wardrobe.

one-quart-

0. 0. F Las Vegas Lodge, No. 4.
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
meets every Monday evening at their Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
hall, Sixth street. All visiting breth- M.
ren cordially Invited to attend. Clark
Frank Springer, Attorney at law.
M. Moore, N. Q.
Antonio Lucero, Office In Qrockrtt
building, Las
V. G.; T, M. El wood, secretary;
W. Vegas. N. M.
B. Crites, treasurer; C. V. lledgcock,
E. V. Long, Attorney at law. Office
cemetery trustee.
In Wyman block, Las Vegas, N.
W. C. T. U. meets on first Friday M.
of each month at 2:30 p. m. The place
of meeting will be announced through
ARCHITECTS.
the columns of this paper. Mrs. Lucy
'
HOLT 4 HOLT,
Shank, secretary; Mrs. S. C. Long,
Architects and Civil Engineers.
President.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work: of all kinds
. P. O. E., Meets first and third
Monday evenings, each month, at planned and superintended. Office,
Knights of Pythias Hall. Visiting Mohtoya Building, Plaxa, Las Vegus.
Phone 34.
brothers are cordially Invited.
B. D. BLAcK, Exalted Ruler.
DENTISTS.
T. E. BLAUVELT. Sec.
I.

J

PALAGE
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ATTORNEYS.

SOCIETIES.

l

tlQN WRITING,

Fourteen minutes. The crowd held
its breath. The two big men had stopWhat was the matter?
Had
ped.
they given up, these brawny eons of
Mexico who had given promise of
No,
making themselves champions?
one of them speaks ,
Modest Champions.
We won't do any more," said tbefj
striker as he threw down the hammef.
Again the crowd held its breath. It
thought there was a dispute over the
rules or something of the sort. Ten
slon was high. Every ear was cocked
to hear what would come next. Every
neck was craned in the direction of
the drillers. Wtih a smile the driller
added:
"If we put her in any deeper there
won't be any more drilling matches
and anyhow there is not enough steel
to hold onto."
The crowd broke loose and the
cheering was spontaneous and thun
derous.
The Judges advanced. Down Into
the freshly drilled hole went the steel
measuring rod, and then the Judge
stood up before the crowd. When he
smiled a great yell went up and for a
minute he could not be heard. The
spectators knew that two new cham
polns faced them and the cheers were
for these men. Then came a moment's
silence and, raising his hand, the Judge
"Forty-threand
said:
inches,"
Chamberlain and Make had downed
the "Terrible Swedes" and made a
new record for sure.
They had drilled only fourteen mln
utes, forfeiting one minute of their
time, and had broken the world s re&
ord In the finest double handed drill
ing contest ever witnessed.

senil-dres- s

general banking business transacted.
Interest palu on time deposits,

CcnltrBlocL

l!2'itt

Dr. Fanner

e

o

A

Room 2,

-

y
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RECORD AT EL PASO

,

Everything

proud of.

WILL TRY FOR WORLD'S

,

The Dt it of

ccichado iciBPr.zzs

reg-ulu-

El Paso, Tex.. Oct. 24. Rock drilling U the great sport of the west
a sport where trained muscles, a
steady nerve and a clear eye win
against all odds, a sport In which
practice makes perfect and perfection
only comes to the men who work
bard for H.
One who has never seen a drilling
contest cannot understand the excitement It affords, the tension to which
the feelings can be wrought over a
contest of this kind, or the enthusiasm
which It engenders In the spectators.
The contest of man against man Is
one of skill and strength purely, and
the quick stroke of the great ham- mers, the steady click of the steel
drill as it cuts into the granite, make
every drop of blood tingle.
Training for the Fray.
In this great sport world's records
are made in a few minutes and a new
hero, as In every other contest where
strength and skill are pitted, against
strength and. skill. Is liable to develop
in a moment It takes grit and pluck
for It Is man's work to drive a steel
drill three or four feet Into a block
'
of Gunnison granite, the hardest in
the world, in 15 minutes.
Great preparations are made for a
contest.
There is intense rivalry
among the camps in the various sections of the country and money Is
waged freely. For weeks before the
contest, the work of the champions of
each camp is watched by their admirers and enthusiasm rises to a pitch
well nigh Indescribable.
Then the
great day ot the contest arrives and
the miners pour Into the city by the
thousands, backing their favorites
with good words and cold casn.
Typical Western Sport
The contests are the "shop" talk
of the west The history of a certain
block of grtrnlte that has done duty
for many contests Is eagerly sought
and as eagerly discussed ; the number of records made in each particular block I known far and wide and
.there Is an interest in It amounting
almost to veneration.
To desecrate
it is worse than a breach of etiquette.
In El Paso there Is a block of granite
In which two world's records 'nave
been ' made and around which hangs
history that the miner Is always ready
In other cities the same
to relate.
thing applies.
Showed Wonderful pluck.
Sometimes there are accidents in
these tournaments and a driller Is
Injured. ; Then it Is that the stuff of
which these men are made comes to
the surface and tells. The endurance
of the participants Is wonderful. In
this city three years ago a great con'
test was In progress. By a careless

OCT, 24. 1905.

Ill

506 Grand Avenue

Appczmzsns
CARTA fS9

" tJ

2c1on Vlcitoro

PHYSICIAN.

OOtmZGU3 ATTBk TlOtt
7

Tailor

DR.

H. W. HOUF

Osteopathic physician, office, Olney block; hours,
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones, Las
Vegas 41, Colorado 175. Sunday
hours by appointment.
(

Who go to thtgmmberg
once go always.
Luxurious Rooms, Fine
Meals, Good Service.

J

Hotel

Seaberg Hotel

The Live Store
of

Up-to-Da- te

Merchandise

We take pleasure in announcing to our many
friends and patrons that our stock is now complete and we will take pride in showing it whether
in need or not. Cast your eyes over below prices,
and we know that we will have the pleasure
of seeing you,
Dress Goods

Vests and Pants
Lot ladies' Vests and Pants
fleeced lined well worth 35c

1

Children Underwear
Children Underwear in Gray
Heavy fleeced
Size Price
16
10c
18
20
22

10c
15c
20c

Size
24
26
28

30

Price
20c
25c
25c
25c

If you are thinking of baying a
Tailor made Suit,
Jacket, Long Coat
Skirt, Waist or
Fur be sore and
visit oar

1 Lot Scotch Plaid Dress
goods
double fold in all the latest

shades, worth 25c a yd

CpssUtllBo
An extra nice quality of plaid
Dress Goods can't be bought
for less than 37 c

tll2Bo

Ready to Wear

Department
where you can
find both quality
and price.

Linen Goods
52 in Red Table Linen in two
extra good values one worth
35c special
25c
the other worth 50c, special 35c

On Tuesday the 17th we will give every
Lady

visiting our Ready to Wear department a
very neat Souvenir. Come and get one.

RO S EH W AL
.

D

I

(

Tl'ESDAY, OCT.

24,

lu5.

LAI VEGAS DAILY OPTIC
now awaiting a new tniflne,

RAILROAD NEWS

y

Gal-tu-

com-plain-

t,

e

RAILROAD

Fireman McKenzle bus a thirty
days' leave of absence and nau left
l.as Vegas to visit with relatives. In
the cast.
After visiting the railway hopsitals
of New Mexico, Dr. J .P. Kaster, the
chief surgeon of the Santa Fe, has returned to Topeka.

Work engine .822 Is In the hole
for a few minor repairs.

There were two sections of No. 2
tod.iy on account of the heavy passenger traffic.

i

CALIFORNIA

TO CANYON.

l?OR

r

:';

$25

.st

.4

1

V

AU the Way

hed

Colonist tickets on

premlkt-s-

SCHEDULE

aq

Only

September

furnUhed front room

KKNT-El- aut

for liKhi honaekiMiDiuii: clone In: "01
The Street Railway company has
1H10
established the following as the per- Main Ave.
to
schedule
manent
canyon
Gatllnag
FOR SALE.
M. Henry, employed by the Santa
..
Fe railroad, suffered a partial fracture and return:
the
SALr-O- ue
Sideboard. Apply
L'OR
Week day time table, car No. 102. r BismarU.
of the left lower end of the radius in Lv.
Lv, Canyon.
Santa Fe Depot.
an accident Friday at Gallup,
CALK At a baruaiu.on easy piirments,
9:45 a. m.
9:00 a. m.
FMH good
square piano. Apply 101B Kleventh
11:05 a. m.
10:20 a. m.
strew.
A. Barmann, superintendent of the
12:25 p. m.
11:40 a. m.
water service on the Santa Fe Pacific,
COR SALE The business front onof the
1:45 p. it
1:00 p. m.
h
Lehiuauu
Inquire
bakery.
was In Albuquerque Sunday from his
3.05 p. m;
2:20 p. in.
premlsin- 4:25 p. m.
3:40 p. m.
headquarters In Los Angeles.
.'OR 8ALE-lady's ticket to Chicago.

ale

dsily

to October

15

31

Good in Chair Cars, Coaches and Tourist
Sleepers

0J

$

lo--

-

Santa Fc Service Can't Be Beat

r

On
5:45 p. m.
Oosl until Nov. ith. Addrens, T. w.
The Sunday time table Is the same eaie optic.
as the above with the addition of a
1:40 and 3:00 o'clock car going, and
Q- a 2:25 and 3:45 car returning which
strvlce after 1:00
gives a
Fe
i
o'clock.
Tim TebU No. 71.

5:00 p. m.

Freights coming In from the north
this morning were coated with sleet
and covered with snow. There was a
regular blizzard In the vicinity of
Raton.
There were six extra firemen
four extra engineers .or duty
niornlntr, although there Is still
usually large number of names on
extra board.

D. & R.

Santa

and
this
the
the

J. LUCAS, Agent

Branch

I

Effective November Ttb.

1904.1
BOI-N- P

EAT BOCNO
No. va

Allies No. 4.'0
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84
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Kmbudu
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Lv...
4:02 pm !l..Lv.. .Kvrvilleta
TrusPiedrasLv
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crossing at Albuquerque, a short time
ago, is up and around again. He had
a narrow escape from a tragic death.

Anl when they do
happen you need' a
rood llaiment and
need it at once. Always keep on band a
bottle of

POOF. DEMI'S

rcino onoTUS

Lv
l'ueblo
Colo fcrirs...Lv
uenver
-i-

-v

A

Scar

'
It cures cuts, sprains, bruises, sores,
swellings, lameness, old wounds,
etc..
chapped hands, frost
and Is the standard remedy for barbed
and
wire cuts on animitls, borne
saddle galls, scratches, grease heel,
Ciikcd udder, itch, mant'e, etc.
It heals a wound from the bottom up
KINU
and is thoroughly antiseptic
CACTUS OIL is sold by t!rus?jrlsti in
15c 80c. and $1 bottles, ft and U decorated cans, or sent prepaid by the munu
facturers. OLNEY & McDAID, Clinton,
Iowa, if nut obtainable at your druglum-bux-

bit-ex- ,

gists'.

far from Los Angeles.

Accept no Substitute.

Engineer Milroy, who .lias been
seriously ill for the past four months,
He formerly
h.as reported for duty.
had one of the eight nundreds, which
were taken off this division and he is

For sale by

Enterprising
Druggists

El Paso

v

&

Southwestern,
System

Double daily train service between "The Great Southwest' and Chicago, St Louis, Kansas City

and all points North and East.

KA8T BOUND.

J'

No.
AT...
Departp. m.
1 :40 a. m.
No. 8 Ar... ,1:80 a. m.
Departs
No. 4 Ar... .4:40 a.m.
Departs ... ..4:46 a. m
WEST BOUND.
2:00 p.
No. Ar .. . l:3f p. m.
Departs
Departs...... J6: 40 p. m
No.7Ar
S:l5p. m.
8 Ma. m
No IAr
Departs
Na 2 has Pullman and tourist sleep
P-- n

ing tare to Chlcaco, Kansas City and
St Louie, and a Pullman car for Dea
rer la added at Trinidad. Antra at
La Junta 10:30 p. m.. connecting with
Na 5, leaving LA' Junta J:10 a. nv,
arriving at Pueblo 6:00 a. bl, Colo
rado Springs 6:36 a. m., Denver 9:10
a. m.
No. 8 has Pullman and tourist Bleep-car- s
to Chicago and Kansas City.
Arrives at La Junta 10:65 a m, connecting with No. 03, leaving La Junta
12:10 p. m.f arriving at Pueblo 2:00
p. m., Colorado Springs 8:30 p. m
Denver 6:00 p. m.
No. 4 California Limited runs
and Saturdays only. Solid
Pullman train, with dining, buffet and
observation cars. Unsurpassed equipment and service.
No. 1 has Pullman and lourict sleepCalifornia
ing cars for southern
points and Pullman car for El Paso
and City of Mexico connection fo.
El Paso, Demlng, Sliver City and all
points in Mexico, southern New Mexico and Arizona.
No. 7 has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars for northern California
pointa.
Na 93, California Limited, has aame
equipment as Na 4. Runs Mondays
and Thursdays.
Wed-nesda-

Elegantly appointed dining care all the way supply the
beet the markete afford
D

Rates via. this line always the lowest
V, R. STTLES,

Genl. Pass. Apt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
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Lae Vegaa
Phone 169
Colorado

ft'ti'feeYtfc

retfcreYt'fee-t'4-

are a realization when you
travel via the

:S0pta

SANTA FC TIME TABLE.

-

Hoolo
Without

m

:0p
li :40
pm
II :07 pm

Trains stop at Emlmdo for dinner where
good meals are servud.
OOVNBOTlfNS
At Antonlto for Durango. Silverton, and n
termedlate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Inter
the standard gange
mediate points via
line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via
Slida, making the entire trip in day light and
paseing through the fmmmwB Majrai megm,
also for all points on creede branch.
s
A. B. OASBIIT,
Traveling Passenger Ageat, Santa Fe. N. M
8. K. Hoona. O. P. an
itenver. Oolo

oil

This (treat magnetized, soothing and
healing remedy speedily cures all hurts
of mm r bssst sod always

:10

.

8:00 a in.. .SS7...LV..
4 'S2a ni ,.8Sl...Lv
7:30a m.. 4ofl ..Ar

Comfort, Speed and Luxury

d
:0Upiu
pm

.

E. J. Valentine has been appointed
as traveling auditor on the northern
division of the Santa Fe to succeed
O. C. Van Zandt, who was recently
made traveling accountant.
Angeio de Tullio, who was struck
by an engine at the Tijeras avenue

W.

System

,

The Transcontinental Passenger as
sociation will meet at Los Angeles on
January 15. The association embraces
all of the general passenger agents
of all lines west of Chicago.

that"

Local Machinist L. P. King is
disfigured but still in the ring.

mtr--

m

Engine Inspector F. M. Angell of
the Santa Fe shops was given the
second degree in the local Odd Fellow lodge last night.

A number of Japs have been in Gallup the last few days. Tiiey were in
the employ of the Santa Fe road, but
they quit, as they did not care to po
any farther east, and were dissatisfied to think they had been brought

Fireman Glen is on the sick list.

for

ut

KF.NT-Kurnih-
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NOTES.

WANTIO.

oimcl-bsn-

Things have been very quiet In the
Santa Fe yards here for some time
and it is remarkable how long a
time it has been since there has been
an accident of any kind in the yards
New System For Claims.
The Santa Fe has in effect on its or shops.
lines a system of freight claims
Engineers Langston and Hanson
which Freight Auditor Healy thinks
is far superior to that of any other and Firemen Hightower and Knouse,
deadheaded to Albuquerque yesterday
road.
new
With the
system all general and will return with engines 812 and
of
the
company are supplied 912, which have been in the shops
agents
with a fund of several thousand dol- there for some time.
lars from which they make prompt
Charles Smith, Santa Fe engineer
payment of all claims of
out of Argentine, left for his
running
presented by shippers. A system of home
after a brief visit at
Sunday
are
checking tne claims before they
Smith
brought out an
paid excludes all possibility of loss by Albuquerque.
oil
turner
on the coast
for
service
the company and does away with the lines. The
was put Into comengine
formality of business methods gener- mission at
Albuquerque.
ally regarded as red tape.
over-charge-

CLASSIFIED IDVEDTISISIQ

17

gen-vi-

Fireman Dies From Burns.
Fred Drldgeford, fireman on the
Southwestern engine
wns
which
wrecked by a boiler explosion near
Alamogordo Friday morning, died
Saturday as the result of the Injuries
which he sustained. He died at the
company
hospital at Alamogordo,
where he was taljen soon after the accident.
Drldgeford received the most serious injuries of the four men who
were, hurt. He was badly burned and
scalded and little hope was entertained of saving his life.
D. H. Lonergan, the engineer, who
was seriously burned, is expected to
recover.
The other two' men, Brakeman
and the Mexican who was riding on the coal car, are both doing
well, and are expected to be able tc
leave the hospital soon.

s

UANTKn-liitiillnn-

Company to Suit of Ccal Company
Overruled
lull-wa-

Mil-toy'-

pollio
hiiuili-M- .
One of the engineers on the Santa
ueimuiU; imU lry lUiand
I1, U,
Wi,
AiKlren
M.uiubI',
Fe tinned ul thU morning to make pnMMi.
fu.
his run tuid found on opening his
fli
olassnninntrtKin. alu girl
'ANi'BU-- A
locker, that it had been rifled and he
fi.r ueiier.tl luiuwwork c;tll un Mr Ml
hud no gloves, cap, overalls or any W'sr.i, m. Tltliil
J
of hU working outfit, ile was forced
H
furniture. Inuulr
mhuUl
WANTKI-to make the trip In the rain and snow
In his ordinary clothes and the blue
d
AN'I'El) To rent or buy,
safu. ll)iuim at tnu omen,
profanity around that engine made
the fireman's hair curl. It would II' ANT KD To buy a 4 or T room Iiuunw.
l
bath and best. I'nlr,
' m lilack.with
not be healthy for the man who bor- I'hon
1011
rare Optic.
or
rowed the clothe to have them idenPERSONAL.
tified on bis person.
IHM
PltlVATK Hoard, 414 Waxhlntrton st.
To Curt a Cold In Ont Day.
FOH RENT.
Take Laxatlvo Bromo Quinine Tabmom in private famVJU
lets. All druggists refund the money
ily, board if dumred, Ml Uulumbla avnnue.
If It falls to cure. R. W. Grove's air
tbre-roobouse,
nature is on each box. 25c,
FOR KKXT at Onw
Hallroad Ave. Apply on
-i
.

Demurrer Filed By the Santa Fe Railroad

Judge Ira A. Abbott lias announced
Ms ilt'cMon on tho deniurrur of tlio
Atchison, Toptka & Simla Fe
company and the Colorudo Fuel
nmt Iron company, to the suit filed by
the Caledonian Coal company of
In which the coal company weeks
to secure damages to tho amount of
JlMi.Ooo for Injury suffered as a remit of alleged dUcrlmlnaton In rates
by the railway company In favor of
tie Colorado Fuel and Iron company.
The court overrules the demurrer.
This means that the fumouB damage
wilt must go to trial. The defendant
companies are given twenty duys In
which to file their answer to the
and the trial of the case is expected to come up before many weeks.
The case was InvesUgared by the interstate commerce conimtHston and
l as Attained a national
reputation as
tha famous Santa Fe rebate case.
Attorney Neill B. Field of Albuquer-cuappears as counsel for the Caledonian Coul company. Attorney W.
R. Childers, associated with the regular legal staff of the Colorado Fuel
end Iron company, will represent the
company, and Gardiner Lathrop,
solicitor of the Sania Fe railway,
will conduct the railroad's side of the
rase.

Mr.

many friend me glad to see
him back again In the service, ,

215.

SANTA FE CENTRAL RILVVAV SYSTEM
SUNSHINE ROUTE, VIA TORRANCE GATEWAY

Cesspools and vaults Cleaned, Disinfected and put in a Thorough Sanitary condition. Ash pits cleaned, dead animals and all kinds of refuse

and Chicago, Rook Island
Connecting1 with the
and Paoiflo K R. Shortaat line out of Santa ye or
New Mexico, to Olilcatjo, Kansas City
or 8t Louis. When you
travel take the
E. P. 4c N. B.
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BEST, SAFEST AND SHORTEST ROAD
f.

WhOCHl.'JQ CCUZtl AND CSGU

DO HOT DZLAY
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Three Sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00 f
1
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OLD AND RXCOMMSNDED
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santa
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..4:80 p. m
.. ..1:10 p. m

MOR1ARTY.

......1:80 p. m

KTANCIA..

I1 11:50s, m
40 s. m

en State Limited, No.
44, east bound, on
the Rook Island. Na

......TORBANCK
Wop for mrats.

gT TRY

1

fJ
1

CENTER BLOCK DRUG COMPANY J

OUR ROUTE.
S. B. GRIMSHAW, 0. F. & P. A.
W. H. ANDREWS, Pres. & Gen' I Manager.
ALFRED I. GRIMSHAW, Traveling F. & P. A.
J. P. LYNG, City F. & P. A.

SK1- -

1UU11UIS

a

2 makes close connection with Golden
State Limited No. 43
west bound. Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library and
Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.

Mrs. Msud Adams. Goldthwslte.Tst;, writes:! bate med Ballard's
Horehound Rjrrup and And It the BEST medicine fat croup, coughs and
Mr Children UM it MM l m pieaaaoi to taia asii quicuy sure
cold

Co f

p. tu

t

Every Betde Gaaraatoed

'

IT

The
route to California ria Santa Fs Central,
P aso 6c Northeastern
'
and Southern Paoiflo.
TIICAKl
No. 1 makes oloss
Arrive Daily
connection at Torno. a
Buttons
rance with the Gold-

4tp.tu

DE3T FOR CHILDREN

Ballard Snow Liniment

first-clas- s

NO. I
iflop.m

COUOH AND CROUP.

Ma
TaiiIc
MVHW1VI

only

Leave Daily

i

Tkt CkllaWi FsTsrits UmUt

portable
at Torrance. Permanent stock xards at Wll-- (

Shortest line to El Paso, tlezloo, and the southwest

UntO the drain en your system produces permanent disability. The human
or won ana csus. i o
gooa
breathing machinery is a wonaemu system
considered of no impor-health it must be kept in rood order. - A COLO, to
-,'
tanea, yet if it was known by it's proper nam of throat Inflammatloncnaracwr
or
m
wbiib
or "OeWIZeeiran
ue lungs, its oangwroos
apprv
dated. When a cold makee its appearance use as once saltan a
heaaJ tyres which will epeedilyowoome it
WHOOPINO COUOH and CROUP Require Prompt Action. SNOW
LINIMENT applied to the throat and chest gives wonderful reiier, wmia
Ballard's Horehound Syrup) will rapidly stop the violentjparoxysms of
AT Will.
coughing. IT IS THE ONLY vOUON REmED V

SAFE AND SURE

Nortlhiera

chutes for loading sheep
lard, ZUtanoia, Stanley and Eante Fe. Jt j

( We haw

ocur.no. ooldo. caoKonmo
oot:zuz:msN,
AOTMZ1A.C,bz3 TtlZ&A TjMOhuZSKSZO

POSITIVELY CURS WHOOPINO

removed.

Tap the best sections of MINNESOTA,
NORTH DAKOTA, MONTANA, IDA-HWASHINGTON and OREGON.
The Northern Pacific has 5333 miles of
well equipped railway in the Great
Reaches all important
Northwest.
points. Travel west to Paget Sound via
,

I
f

The Great Trans continental Highway

Northern Pacific ReJlwa.y
St.
General Parskxoer
A. M. CLELAND,

t

Agent,

Pail, Minn.

Ask C. W. Mott, General Emigration A Rent, St. Paul, Minn.,
about business optxrtunilies, cheap lands, the wonderful Irrigated districts and low rates for settlers. Special literature,
i ntea and information from the General Passenger Agent, or
D. B. Gardner, District Passenger Agent, 210 Commercial
Building, St Louis, Mo.

We earnestly believed for a time
and we had ample ground
lust yi-afor the bi lUf that the time hail come
IITAIUtHCO 1179.
when we mutt give up hope for seiv
4
PUIUSHEDtV
urate statehood. Tho republlcun na
platform had endorsed the joint
COMPANY tlonul
ft
bad
statehood plat form, Mr. Koii.-represented that there was absolute-l'
no chance for separate statehood
legislation. A Joint statehood bill
had been Introduced and had .passed
Kntertd at tht puitoriic at liu Vtgai the lower house. Mr. Jtodey quoted
the president an the republican leadl $tcontt'cli$ tnnlkr.
4
ers as in favor of Joint statehood. At
MMkl GRAHAM MoNAWYt IcHtsr. this Juncture we gave up tho hope or

Gtltc SJaUu (Optic.

u

In our efforts to bull! up an establishment that will win and hold th
confidence of the people of this vicinity we offer only the latut it ml
of our lines und on terms that will
satisfy the closest buyer. Our principle of imiiklng goods in piuln fUurea
and treating all ullke, in willing out,
We are now paying special ttnni
tlou to our repair department, intent
on making it the best lu tlm sou;
Come and see us,

Ftfty Yoara tho Standard

bt
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RATES.
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OCT. 24, 1905.

TUESDAY,

CURE.

CONSUMPTION

The statement made on October 7
lin the tuberculoma congress now
In Paris by Professor Behring.
2jthe celebrated Oerman pathologist,
fcpffers at least some ground (or hope
In hat nt no distant date a cure will be
forthcoming for the most, destructive
malady to which the human race Is
Vubject, and which is aptly termed
the "White Plague." Professor Hehr- sit-Min- g

1

1

I.

I

.

.

1

w.

. .1

...

Helved about a year ago a Nobel prize
therapeutics, Announced that he is on
fthe way to the production of a mean
of arresting tlie development of tuberculosis, but that he deems It Inexpedient to divulge the precise nature of
fhe remedial agent until it has been
He explained, however,
perfected.
that he was led to take the right path
Inquiry by concentrating his atten-nloon the established distinction be- ween the two kinds of lesion onerved in tuberculosis to wit, the
iransparent gray granulations (Balle's
raulatlons) on the one hand, and the
ibercles which develop into suppura
tion or Ossification on the other. It
jeeurred to him that Nature herself
flight have placed the remedy beside
he malady,, and' he found that by
tillslng Balle's gray granulations (by
process to be made known later),
9 could arrest the evolution of the
Wily dangerous tubercular lesion, to
lit, that which suppurates and causes
lie prurient dissolution of the lung.
Vhat he alms to do s to impregnate
he living cells of the organism with' a
(instance drawn, as we understand
a
, from Balle's granulations
which, for the present, he
a meg T C, and which, under certain
assimilating
possesses
ndltlons,

lf

n

-

sub-anc- e

l
representing the
of those protective' bacilli
quasi-vita-

iiallties

well-know-

Russlari

n

biolo- -

st Dr. Metchnlkoff has denominated
)hagocytes."r It appears not to be
ue. as was at first asserted, that
Vofessor Behring purposes to reserve

himself during a certain period the
foflt arising fro mthe manufacture
lid sale of the new remedial agent.
In has formally disclaimed any pur
pse of the kind, and there is, there
lire, no occasion to discuss the pro
prtety of such reservation under the
prevailing code of medical ethics.
fmbtedly the laborer in the field of
tedtea research, like any other labor
L Is
worthy of his hire, and in our
he Is j.kelv to refortunately,
iy,
felve It The discovery of an India
iNtable cure for tuberculosis wouiq
itltle Professor Behring to a second
jze of 140,000 from the Nobel fund
Id also to n income of 24,000 francs
tm the Prix Lecave reserved by the
!
AMtAmM nf rriAflttnA tv the
ctmeueror o tuberculosis. There la
aflat a rejtort, we know not how well
funded, that a sum of 92.000,000 has
get apart by a rich Brazilian as
oitreward for such ja discovery. We
o doubt that slmllnr munificent
uragement to fruitful work in the
of therapeutics will before long
ffered by American
A good deal has already been
In that direction by a Judicious
of the Income of the fund ($10,'
.000) created by Andrew Carnegie
the promotion of scientific re- fcr

-

multi-millio-

ten.

O

'

sepurate statehood and said to our
readers "Joint statehood U ull we
can hope to get. i.et us tane mat
rather than take itothlug."
Hut conditions havo vastly changed.
An amendment providing for the admission of New Mexico as a (separate
state pasued the senate. The will of
the majority In the lower hoimo was
defeated only by tho outrageous meth
ods of h
speaker. At
the polls, separate statehood for New
en
Mexico received a remarkable
dorsement. And slnco tnat illuminating senate vote the sentiment In favor of separute statehood has been
growing In congress, In the nation,
Men high In the
In the territories.
councils of the republican party have
declared that joint statehood is for
ever Impossible, that no attempt will
be made to give Arizona statehood of
any kind next year, that New Mexico
Is ripe for admission as a separate
state,
We believe there i an excellent
chance for the admission of New Mex
ico by the next congress as a separate state. There i not. a chance on
of the Joint
earth for the success
statehood movement. In view of the
present conditions, of the uttcrancen
of congressional lenders, or tne exMexpressions of Arizona and New
for
the
us
to
thing
that
seems
it
ico,
New Mexicans to do Is to drop all
Joint statehood talk and make a
united campaign for separate admls
slon. And we still believe that those,
If there are any left, who are working
with the Joint gtatehooders, because
sinthey think there Is no chance for
fainthearted
both
are
gle statehood,
and foolish.

n

- ',

o

upon a time somebotftt said
ethlnf bout a. wise man changing
intod upon 'occasion and this
body at the same time Intimated.
t a fool was Incapaole of allowing
mental processes to undergo such
we , jointly.
Now
nsfortnatlon.
erally, editorially and Individually

do not know or practice common hon-

$4.25;

esty.

$2.5o
-

o

The Albuquerque papers convict
ench other of publishing fake news,
week-olspeclnls, of swiping from
-and
ea'clrnother
"grape-vinetele
of
ability,
printing
graph, of searching the moldy records.
of the past for real, live, sensational,
news, of giving;
startling,
of
occurrences be-- i
accounts
graphic
fore they happen to happen, of about"
all the crimes of omission and commission that newspaper adipose is
heir to, then each toots its own horn
'
with vigor pnd voclferousness and
finally each paper delivers a bouquet
to the other and to Itself by agreeing
that Albuquerque as the best news-papers in the southwest.
,

ation

"

Experience teaches that the smoothest sidewalk is the
one made of cemeut. There are uo spliuters to kick up
aud get into your shoes and feet such as are found tu
board walks and there are uo bricks to get loose aud cause
you to stumble. Our three years of cemeut sidewalk
building lu Las Vegas atford us the experience you are
lookiug for when you want your uew walk built. Give
us a chauoo to talk with you about it. We have the ouly
grauite stone crusher in the city.

?

o

PURE

$4.80.
. Chicago Sheep.
strong.
Sheep receipts, 35,000;
$5.40; lambs, $5.80
Sheep, $4.00

S

LARD
40
for
cents
pounds
5 pounds for 70 cents
.We always have on hand the choicest Kansas
City and native meats at the lowest possible prices.
HOME-MAD- E

3

.

$4.75.

Tex-an-

Las Vegnti Phone 299

PREMIUM UAEIO AND DACOIJ

Kansas City Sheep.
Sheep receipts 5,000; strong. Mut$6.00; lambs, $5.75 ffjf
tons, $425
$6.00;
$7.50; range wethers, $4.50
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Oct. 24. Cattle receipts,
$6.25;
11,000; slow. Beeves, $3.n0
cows and heifers, $1.15
4.40; Blockers and feeders, .$2.10
$4.30;
$3.40
$4.50; westerns, $3.25

UttiftCE ft DIVIS.
"w"

GVJIFT'G

bulls, $2.00 3 $3.00; calves,
iii $6.50; western steers, $2.75
0 $4.50; western cows, $2.00
$3.25.

fed ewes, $3.75

jivuer and optician

A Smooth Sidewalk

Groom cfTcrScrPoivdcs
CJodo From Qropoo
CJo Alum

sr,a

LESTER OAUDS

Cooirc Lumber Company
Sash, Doors, Builders' Hardware Wall Paper

Glass, Paints, Varnishes, Brushes,

$7.75.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

And now comes Arizona and locks
with the Ignorance of the east-

Coal and Wood

NEW YORK CLOSING STOCKS
Homestead Entry No. 6154.
the Department of the Interior, Land Ofand toadying
ern press,
UO.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., October
whims of certain congressmen, makIs
1905.
she
(Arliona)
that
It
11,
appear
ing
89
Atchison
Notice Is hereby given that the
more entitled to statehood than New
105
settler has filed notice
pfd,
All this, of course, comes wing-named
Mexico.
HOME-MAD- E
in New York Central
from the Joint statehood agitation In of his intention to make final proofBald
lMro
of his claim, and that
m
. -t m n.
m4..
w
Pennsylvania
New Mexico.
Now, to be fair, and support
United
will
made
before
be
proof
the
out
of
So.
Pacific
motive
selfish
714
the
leaving
States court commissioner at Las VeWe manufacture our own candies and know what we've got. The
133
opposl
question, all this whoop-ta-lN. M. on November 16, 1905 viz: Union Pacific
candies are made of the purest and best material obtainable
gas,
We make a
un
Is
an
Arizona
in
95
tlon to Jointure
Du'ran for the W.
N. E.
pfd.
of fine chocolates and bon bons. An invitation is extended to Las
Matias
specialty
1
S. E
N. E.
necessary expenditure of hot air, as S. E.
N. E.
- OJV8
egas ladies to visit our candy kitchen and see how the candy is made,
Copper .
should It come to a show down the Sec. 22. T. 15 N R, 24 E.
v .T c?
Steel...
m.
c? M
c
He names the following witnesses
coupling on to New Mexico would be
.105
pfd
Colorado Phone, 247
smothered into that tranquility or in to prove his continuous residence up
on
of
viz:
the
of
cultivation
ballot
and
said
land,
nocudusdesuetude by the
So lets Jesus Ma Aragon, of Trementlna N.
people of the two territories.
Lets not hinge onto M.; Dionlcio Afagon, of Trementlna,
be charitable.
David Sandoval, of Las Ve
of
the east where N. M.;
the sentiment
N. M.; Jos Dario Gutierrez, of
gas,
"IT" spells ,all and wiseacre congress- Las
Vegas, N. M.
men juggle our welfare for the sake
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of politics, If Arizona wants state
Register.
hood and is entitled to statehood let
obher have it. New Mexico doesn't
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ject.Alomogordo Advertiser.
arms

to

r:o.

oo
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CANDIES
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Homestead Entry No. 5171.
Albuoueroiie newspapers are
of the Interior, Land Of
engaged In an attempt to prove which Department
Fe N. M October
at
flee
Santa
has the smallest amount of news.
11, 1905.
Th

An oat field that yields seventy-fivbushels to the acre Is pretty good evl
dence of the quality of Las Vegas soli
e

o

-

Charles Dana Gibson has blasted
the reputation of half the chorus girls
In America by declaring that there
was no "original Gibson girl."
--

o

Senator DuBois of Idaho who was
one of the Taft party hasn't any more
pleasant things to say of the Filipinos
than he has of his particular bete
nolr, the Mormons.
o

Lieut. General Chaffee Is kept
denying that he did not refuse to
with the king of England. It
only the Lord Mayor of London
asked him to luncheon.
'

Notice is hereby given that the fol
settler has fil?d notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
nroof will be made before United
States court commissioner at Las Ve'
gas, N. M., on November 16, 1905
viz: Jesus Ma. Aragon for the S
N. E.
N
Sec. 2, T
S. E.
14 N, R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land viz:
Matias Duran, of Sanchez, NvM.;
Ciriaco" Gonzales, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Dionicio Arazon, of Trementlna,
N. M.; Jose L. Gonzales, of Tremen
lowlng-name-

Attractively Displaying
Fashions Latest Fancies

1-- 2

1-- 2

4

1--

Tailor Made Suits
More exclusive new models, more
special values, greater divereclty of
colors, more style, more beauty.

busy tlna N. M.
dine
was

10 62

MANUEL L. OTERO,

Prices from $7,50 to $25.00

Register.

who

Senator Tillman of South Carolina
says he has a great deal more respect
for the senate than before he entered
that body. The South Carolina sen
ator Is a unique Individual. ...
.,,
;
0
Soil Engineer Means Is highly pleas

ed, with the soil conditions here.Thls
gentleman's visit concludes the In
vestlgatlon of the Las Vegas project.
The reports have all been favorable
and Ias Vegans may, with confidence,
look forward to an early and satlsfac
tory decision by the department.
0

Cravenette Coats
For automobile touring

and

stormy

weather.

From $10.00 to $17.50

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

o

-

OPPOSITE CASTANEOA HOTEL

,

,.

o

X:'i:

nn c

BACHARACH BROS.

10-6- 3

,

-

I

UNNECESSARY.

The Las Vegas Commercial club Is
not lay claim even to the wisdom
an Incipient 8olomon with which worthy of the support of all .classes
highly esteemed contemporary, the of clt liens. The club has been a facAnuquerque 'Cltlten, with such spirit tor in evrey form of development that
ami decency charges us. We will, has taken place In .the city sluce Us
ln fact, admit the soft Impeachment organization. It has accomplished
off being a fool In ever for a single much that Is food ami with the hearty
mfment. following the Joint statehood cooperation of citizens the scope of
Its work can be very greatly Increas
baiiner of one B. 8. Rodey.
Ve will take this opportunity of re"- - ed.
'
.
.i, o
aflrmlng that we are for statehood
firlt,Y,last and all tTie time. We are
The United States Is feeling a great
fol separate statehood as long as deal of sympathy and admiration for
Ihlre is a Vpstlge of hope remaining lapon but will she be so enthusiastic
foJ tH(j admission of New Mexico en about the little yellow man when she
If ever the lime comes when meets him In business The Japanese
thl people of this territory must per- have learned the art of modern warfoie choose between Joint statehood fare but people who hhve business
or Ino statehooil, we snail advise our dealings with them say they have yet
reil'er t vo'e 'or J'nt statehood. to barn the first principles of the as
That has always been and always will sumptlen that a ninn's word should be
be the editorial policy of this paper. as good as his bond. In short they

so.

nocsnr j. iaupebt,

r$BS

d

,,

FOOLS AND POOLS.

V

New Fall Skirts

H. E. No. 5463.

Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 23, 1905.
.
Notice Js hereby given that the fob
lowing named settler, has filed notice
of his Intention to' make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. 8. Court
Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N,
M., on December 6. 1905. viz: Martina
Casaus de Lopez, of San Miguel count
N. E. 14, Sec. 34, 8.
ty for the 3.
N. W.
8ec 3f. T. 16 N R.
1--

1--

'I

Ladies Waists

An exceptional showing of popular
mixtures.
We make a specialty of
skirts at popular prices and try whenever possible to offer better grades
thaai you can buy elsewhere at the
'
same prices but the value for the com.
tng week is one that Is seldom equal-.

,.

'

...

Prjcai from $3.50

b $6.50

Much of th estyle prestige of this
store can be attributed to the surpassing beauty and newness of the
styles which always find, their first
Introduction In this section in numbers, and in the high degree of merit
of each Individual style this display
far excels all our past efforts. '' i

Prtctslrea$L50to$5XX)

J

1--

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence no
on and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jose F. Gonzales. Leandro Vruilllo.
Marcellno Segura and Francisco
all of Gonzales P. O.. N. M.
Her-rer-

MANUEL R. OTKRO.
ld-12- 8

Register

THE MARKETS

a.

Special Salo of
Mon9o Suits
$10.00 Suit Sale
Here you have the $H 50 qualities
In all other stores. Pine Scotch effects In new stripe and checks In
neat, nobby hard finished worsteds
and cheviots and unfinished worsteds
single and
styles
truly nobby stylish suits and truly
good apparel.
double-breaste-

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. Cattle re
ceipts 2.WM, Including 1,000 southerns; steady to weak. Native Rteers,
$1.00 ii $3.(N); southern steers, $2.f0
$1.00; southern cows, $1.71
$2.T5;
native cows and heifers, $1.75 5?
$173; Blockers and feeders, $2.50 Q

d

$10.00

Bacharach
Bros
Clothing Sale will attract more
than ordinary attention because
it is, more than an
ordinary
event right at the start of the
season when gentlemen can
appreciate the saving and it is
bound to make friends for the
Bacharach Bros;' Store.

TU3SDAY. OCT.

0O

84,

J9i5.

LAI VIOM OAHV OPTIC

VJARIUO'G

O
O

STATIONERY AND CURIO STORE

o
o
o
o
o
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
2

Mexican and Indian Curios, Navajo HUnkets,
Ouecnswarc, Ilaml-paintc- d
China, Dulls,
Doll Cabs, Toys of All Kinds, New and
Attractive Gooda Constantly
Arriving.
Kodaks and Supplies.
Mail and Phone
Orders Promptly Filled. Colorado and Long

0
0

Distance 'Phone. No. 304.

0

0 WAKING'S,
0

519

0

6th Street

PERSONALS
Nelson of I.n Junta U In the
cl;y today.
J. T. Duller of Albuquerque Is a
visitor In the city.
R. C. Dillon of Albuquerque . spent
the day In thin city.
J. I Sybrawlt of Berthaud visited
h I. as Vegas today.
li Y. Klr.g of l.oveland, Colo., Is
registered at the Optic.
Francisco A. i.ujan spent the day
In thin city on business.
G. H.

'

C.

C.

LOCAL BRIEFS
AND

BUSINESS

NO ALBUQUERQUE
gOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0OOOOOOO
FOOT BALL TEAM 0
0

0
0
0

ANNOUNCEMENTS

IndU'utioiiN point out that there will
bo very little doing in football lu
this rail, suys tho CHI-.en- .
Y,

J. Houston,

the

sporting

goods man, donated a ball to any
young nun who would attempt the
organization of un eleven, and
attempts have been made, to get
some of tho old talent and all of the
.new, in the city, out fir practice, but
these attempts have proved ho frail
that the organization of a teum bus
been given up by the promoters.
Roy Stamm, one f tho bst players of last year's eleven, culled several practice meets of the talent, but
the attendance was so very light that
he will give Mr. Houston back his
ball, and Join the American Lumber
company mill team, and if Albuquer

n

ev-er-

que gets any representation In the
world this year, It will be
this that will have to do the playing.
After the failure of the meeting yesterday morning of the city talent," Mr.
Stamm went out to practice with the
lumber mill team yesterday In the
afternoon. He says that this aggregation is a very good one, but not
nearly so strong as the team which
represented Albuquf,rqi:f Hast year.
The American lumber mill team Is
practicing regularly and an effort will
be made
to get games here on
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Fort
Bliss has asked for a game and, the
A. and M. college eleven has asked
for a game, and it Is very likely that
both will be accommodated.

BIG

SPECIALS THIS WEEK.

for $2.25 BlMell'a
Carpet 8weeprs.
'
11.48 for $2.25 Rockers.
$2.59 for $3.75 Arm Rockers.
$2.48 for $3.00 Iron Beds.
$6.98 for $10.00 iron Beds.
$3.65 for $4.50 Folding
See big window display'.
ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE CO.
$1.98

Go-Cart-

4

-

3

anti-saloo-

Vice-Presiden- t.

0
0

H. GOKE,

0
0
0
0

President

H. W. KELLY, Vic

President

D.

T. HOSKINS, Treasurer.

PAID VP CAPITAL, $30,000.00
Save your earnings by depositing them in the Las VegajiSaijng Bunk, whore the will oritur you an In
come, "tvery dollar saved U two dollars made." No di8Mirfrcive4 of less than $1. Interest !all ot
all deposits of $5 and over.

football

of Winslow,
Ariz., Is
stopping at the El Dorado.
C. 11. Ilanselmnn of Lawrence, Kas.(
Is a finest at the Central house.
1059
Antonio and Augustine Paneboeuf of
Anton Chlco are In the city today.
Gehrlng's for Tents.
n. R. Williams of Raton,' N. M.,
transacted business in wie city todiy.
The Elk Is there, call for it.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Wagner will
leave for Prcscott tomorrow for a Wanted A boy. Young & Plttenger.
Hunting.
10-3visit w!ih friends.
Ford Harvey, head of the Harvey
V.
V. Havens went to Raton
Rev.
and C. V. Armour, head of
this afternoon on business of the
Hy Bletter'g new cigar, the Elk, Is a system,
the Armour interests in Kansas City,
home
product.
league.
who passed through Albuquerque a
Mrs. ,H. E. Hoke and two daughters
few days ago on their way west, are
CL'r.a
Imtorted
left this afternoon for Lus Crnces,
now somewhere in the wilderness on
Savings Bank store.
where they will spend the winter.
the
north side of the Grand Canyon,
Mrs. E. V. Davis, who has been
Go to Gehrlng's for harness
for bear, deer, mountain
searching
visiting with friends in this city, re
Harness made to order.
814 lions, elephants, or any other monsturned this afternoon to her home in
ters of the wild which are big enough
Pictures framed to order at S. R. to make a
Albuquerque,
good mark for a rifle in the
John Stewart returned to Albuquer- Dearths' the undertaker.
hands of a meat man or an eating
que this afternoon, after spending
W. M. Lewis, undertaker and env house system. Mr. Martin Buggeln,
two weeks In this city, during which
balmer, 612 Lincoln Ave., both phones. of the Grand Canyon hotel, furnished
time be was employed on The Optic.
the hunterg with their equipment and
Mrs. W. C. Hart of rulas..., Tenn.,
shooting irons, and provided men to
A. A. Cough of Ottawa, Kas., F. Bar-neFor Sale Five room house, with see that they are not lost in the woods
of Dallas, Tex., and J. W. Barker bath, nice lawn, shade trees, on Na- and do not fall
R.
into the
of Denver. Colo., are registered at tional avenue. A bargain. See'N. B. F. R. Nellis and Bert canyon.
Adams,
the El Dorado.
.,10-- 8
Roseberry.
at the canyon are acting as
Guests at the Castaneda are: H.
v
.
guides.
For
room
Rent
furThree
K. Hellis of Cincinnati, u., L. Tiger
house,
to
recent floods
fact
that
the
Owing
of New York, Thomas W. Byrnes, nished. Call at Model restaurant, have
the always
seriously
damaged
avenue.
'
Railroad
fr;
Boston, Mass., A. Hirschfieid. Kansas
and dangerous trail from the
steep
City, Mrs. Ieon Durham of Louisville
For Rent One nice sunny room river to the north rim opposite Bright
Ky., J. H. Johnson of Denver, W, L suitable for
two, on car line; 1025 Angel, 1t was necessary .after a futile
Burton of St. Louis, F. M. Koss ot
Douglas avenue.
attempt to cross that way, to ascend
Denver, Horaclo A. Lay of Westfleld.
to the south rim again and cross by
Mass., Lazarus Isaacs, New York, J.
Boy wasted at Western Union Tel- way of Bass' trail.
A. Oppenheimer of Mew York. Geo. egraph Co.
"T. Warne, Denver, Arthur Ramsay,
FAIR PLAY
Cheboygan, Mich., and E, C; Means of
The young man who Is saving
Denver.
money la traveling pn the road to
For the "subordinate:" He should
wealth; and the Plaza Trust & SavMrs. W. C. Underhill and child ar- ings bank stands for him as the gate- try at all times to learn more about
the business than is required of him.
rived last night from California. Mr. way of success.
He should try to earn more than his
Underbill, who came recently from St.
Children's dresses and cloaks at salary. He should always be ready
Louis, is employed at the office of
to work overtime, if necessary. He
&
L&a
Investment Lipkey's cloak parlor.
the
Vegas Agency
should take pleasure in explaining
will
make
The
family
corporation.
A reduction of from $1 to $3 on all points about the business to the clerks
their home here.
him. He should accept as much
ready mades and this guarantees the under
A line of fine road
wagons at perfect fitting, too, at Lipkey's. opp. responsibility i connection with the
business as possible. He should see
10-2Cooley's repository will be sold at re- Duvall's.
duced prices. Get a good runabout
to it that his employer knows that he
for the price of a cheap one.
Real estate or fire insurance. A. is doing more than his share.
He should let the employer know of
W.
Kelleher, Veeder Block, Phone 57.
Smoke the Elk.
whenever another company makes
it
10404
a bid for his services. He should not
be at all oashful about letting it be
Bookkeeper A lady In Chicago, known whenever he deserves
a raise
would
move
to
Las
keeping books,
in
or
He
should
have
salary
position.
Vegas, if she could secure a position
at reasonable wages. Address T Op- so much ' of the responsibility of the
business upon him that his firm
tic.
,
would have great difficulty In filling
For RentModern five-roohouse, his place.
For the "boss": He should see to it
very completely furnished. Call at
926 National.
that his employe is given every reaHly

San Miguel National Bank 00
0
0
0
of Las Vegas
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
SUZPIU3
0 CAPITAL PAID IN
0 3100,000.00
000,000.00
0
0
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
0
FRANK SPRINGEK,
r. B. JANUARY, Ass't Cainler.
0
0
Interest Paid orv Time Deposits
0
0
0
0
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

n

low-price- d

10-C- 1

FOR
200

fence, over 20d
acres lu alfalfa,
good garden, house, barn and corrals.
Ranch ICO acres near the city. Will
sell or exchange for city property.
0 acres of land south of town unimWill sell cheap.
proved.
C room
modern house on Eighth
street. Beautiful lawn and shad3
trees.
C room house on Eleventh
street, 2
lots, large trees, good wash house and
Mexico,

The Hygefo. Ice

all under

CO

barn.
'";

:.

"

from Pur Distilled Water.

Mad

P1XICES
2,000 lbs. or more each delivery, - 25c per hundred
1,000 to2 000 lbs.
35c
"
"
500 to 1,000 lbs.
50c
it
Less than 50 lbs.
75c

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,

McGuire & Webb

:

lOTH PHONBS,

,

T

FOR RENT.
room house on the corner of Rail-

11

road avenue and National avenue.
4 room house on Railroad avenue.
3 room furnished house on Galllnas

Ladies'
Tailor Made
Suits

avenue.
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0

SALE.

acre ranch Colfax county, New

aerts under ditch,

O

room furnished house on Seventh

street.

Harris Real Estate Co.
613 DOUGLAS AVENUE.

10-2- 6

8-- 2

We have the exclusive agency
in the city for the Charles A.
Stevens & Bros, tailored suits
and cloaks. The prices arc

tt

WE

BELIEVE

IN LETTING

old-time-

9

OUR
LIGHT SHINE

10-9- 7

10-9- 6

10-10- 5

7

10-2- 8

8

Latest
Out
Kid Blucher
Patent

Toe

Piccadilly

Millitary Heel

Price

10-21- 1

$3.50

(

Other New and

Snappy Styles in Stock

C. V. HEDGCOCK,
COMMON SENSE SHOE STORE
New Block, 614 Douglas Ave.

I

-

VI fit
hk

V

Ly

.

AETNA

BUILDING ASSOCIATION
West Side,
Las Vegas, N. M.

Advertised Letter List.
The following list of letters remain
uncalled for at the postofflee at Las
Vegas, N. M., for the week ending
October 23, 1905:
v Austin. Chas.
Ayers, Milton D.
Andrews, Mrs. Mark S.
Aragon, Ignasita.
Betts, C. C.
j' Barela, Ramon.
;
Barfield, TV O.

AND DRESSMAKING

MILLINERY

Douglas Avenue

518

9lfd FtzL

J

w

Thursday, Oct. 2G

t

Cody, Tom.

VChrestlan, Ben M.
a Crespin, Benito.

Anmumt

Tcur

Of the Dainty Comedienne,

CnROL ARDEU
In Paul VVilstach's Comedy
of the South

We carry a full line of everything in
Meats. We drees our Poultry at home
Give us a trial order.

Select Company of Players,
Original Complete Production and

it

i

Seat Sale at

ansl

j;i.M

-

: 1

.

house

on

3eventh

house on National.
One
"FOR SALE
on
Ono strictly modern house

J

j
i

;

Seventh street.
house on Fourth
One
"
strwt; largo barn, four lots,
elegantly Improved.
house on Fourth
One
street, large, handsome lawn,
house on Fourth
.One
street; very cheap; furnished
nor unfurnished.

BELDEN

The Investment and Agency Corporation

f

t

"

.

"m--

v

jstw-r-

"

TUILNER.

.

Evtrythlnj C4rrWXompleU .
Management .of D. L. Williamson

iU, 7Sc

Mexico

OUR. PRICES

Polly
Aooeasoriea.

OUR BEEF

Is the best in New

the Lowe&t in Las Vegas

.

I. O. kurphsy's,

Oct. S3.

-

.FOR WENT
Ons
street.

Masonic Temple

V

;

.

PARLORS

DUNCAN
Opera Mougo

-

'

in ladies' wearing apparel. It
will pay you to investigate our
goods and prices. In connection we handle a swell line of
millinery i We can please you
if you'( desire to be pleased.

MRS. STANDISH

i

.

right and every garment is
strictly guaranteed. Anything

11

sonable opportunity to learn the busiDove, Newt.
ness. He should have so much work
V Darby, L. H.
The maximum temperature yesterto be done that the employe need
Gay, Samuel S.
day was 70 and the minimum 42 de- never be Idle. He
should
Herlon. J. W.
recogalways
grees. The precipitation during the
nize
an
the
of
service
who
Herd, W. M.
employe
rain In the early morning was .28
works
should
overtime.
He
the
Lobato, Nleto, de Clement, Dona
pay
Inches. The forecast of the weather
a
Mat hew, Fred.
Jn preference to
Just
employe
wage.
is fair and colder tonight, while WedMllls, Mrs. A. O.
founding a library or a college with
nesday will be fair with rising temfrom
the
of
brows
the
money
wrung
Peters,
Wesley G.
The
seafirst snow of the
perature.
'
:
f
,
Antonio.
;
Quintans,
poor.'
son fell this morning in large," downy
He should see to It that his shops
Stevens,
Harry.
flakes, but melted on reaching the are
sanitary in every respect. He ' : Williams. C. M.
ground. It did not snow long but should
avoid charities for. his em'.Wortham, T. T.
turned into a drizzly rain which ceasIn the way of free libraries,
Parties
ployes
calling for above letters will
ed at nine o'clock, and the day was
well please say "Advertised."
but
them
etc.,
play
pay
grounds,
bright and pleasant. The hills about
to
own
if
r. O. BLOOD, P. M.
the city were covered with snow, un- and encourage them build their
Alt;:
is.
Educalibraries.
and
grounds
play
til late, in the morning and there was
In Business." '
,
,
storm in the moun- tion
a heavy snow
. Switchman'
Ha Verdict
''
tains.
;
Events at The Duncan;
iKithe damage salt of Harry Pangle
Oct. 26th 'Tolly Primrose."
agahst the Kansas Cltr Southern
Nov. Snd "Josh SpraAfr."'
jThe Mutual Life might better hate
Ralfiray company, which was In pro
Nov, 3rd "The Chaperones.'
been named the Mutual McCurdy
In the Vernon county circuit
great
Nov. 6th to 11th, Oeorge M, Noble
association. Four million dollars In
court
of
Missouri for fouf.br five. days,
Stock
,
twenty years Is the modest sum that i Nov. company.
the
Jury broughHn a verdict for the
14th Oeorge Samuels.
the McCurdy family has drawn from
Nov. 15th Oeorge Samuels.
plaintiff, giving him a judgment for
the dollar by dollar savings that the Nov. 20th to 25th Ethel Tucker 180,000. Pangle was a switchman In
people have entrusted to the
Stock company.
the yards of the Kansas City SouthNov. 30th B. of R. T. balL
ern at Pittsburg, Kas., where he received injuries on April 16 1905, of s
permanent nature the lower part of
his body and limbs being paralysed.
He alleged that his injuries were the
result of negligence on the part of the
railroad company, a the accident was
GEO. A. FLEMING, Mntiager,
on a caboose givdue to a hand-rai- l
as
he
ing way
attempted to board the
WE
HAVE
FOR
SALE FOUR
T
while
train was In motion.
caboose
the
H0USE9 ALL FURNISHED READY
The plaintiff, through his attorneys,
TO MOVE INTO. AT ROCK EOT
9i!
filed suit in the circuit court for damTOM PrtlCES
'i ages In the sum of $80,000 and secured a Judgment for the amount menAvenue
St.
No.
tioned above, the Jury being out a
Both
Phones
6th
tnd
450
Douglas
comparatively short time. The case
will be apnealeu
;

Ffco PtaHiIco

generation ago it was considered
undignified for a financial institution
to advertise in any way. The best
of them do it now. The "Aetna," for
one, believes in spreading the gospel
of cooperation.
What the "Aetna" is
doing for Las Vegas you may already
know. Wrhat It Is doing for its members you can easily know' by getting
a eopy of our detailed annual repoit.
AVI
you not help increase the usefulness and productive energy of the
"Aetna" and incidentally help yourself to a good thing?
A

V
V

FBC2 GALE

"corns-

-

aaaaaac

Calla prompt! attended to at all
hours. OCoe in rear or Schaefer'i
Pharmacy, 001 Sixth greet. Both
Phones 43.
FUm and IWtart Mtvinj a SMdt3y

brick house, good as new,

Five-roo- m

large comfortable

rooms.

Will sell

famished or unfurnished at a sacrifice.
cash, the balance on long
time at low rate of interest.
One-thir- d

thb

Is

Poiltlvly
Mm

m

Mmorltlom

Attrosm, D, TL'I OPTtO
Parties going to the country will
consult their best Interests by calling
at Clay ft Rogers livery barn where
nice rigs at reasonable prices may al1148
ways be had.

o
o
'Rceacncd Undtr
o
New MsMrMat
o
o
o
Thorotiifhty RnoTtJ and
t nrnmiipn Throughout
o
Mtrtrtl Firrt vimm and Mod
o
ernlnita Appointmrau famhi. Uiwni (ti iWnuii..
o
o
o
Mrs. J. D. STOUT o
514 Grand Avcrnis.
o

a

I

lit All

A

f
Fiiiallpox ha broken out In the re
form school at Benson, Aria., und Ihe
Is quarantined.
The origin of
AND CURRlfc Incnasi'H the pleasures of ilfe a hun school
a
is
disease
the
niyaUrv Two or the.
dred fold while bad health brings inmatt'S have the distune in 11 lbtht
nothing but suffering and discontent. 'orni. and they are quarantined tio'
If you're sickly, we urge you to build the rest of the school. The authori
(Clayton Enterprise.)
Monday cvcnlug Mr. ciirrle and son up and strengthen the system by na ties hope to stamp out the d'si iiaj an t
Kiilph unci Deliver Hoggs arrived from na
not let H spread any mure..
Ihe Cimarron country accompunled by
another man who styled himself as
If In a kind of bilious mood,
Dr. Jones, Just from Chicago.
The
You wish an aid to digest food,
doctor met Ralph Currlo while Ralph
No other pill U half so good
wuh on his way with cattle headed
Hundreds of sickly people have ac As DeWltt's Little Early
for Tyrone, where ho was to thlp cepted this advice and are now well When e'er you fuel Impending 111,
from t ) the Kansas city market. Af und hearty. It is the best health mak- And need a magic llulo pill,
ter introducing himself, he soon- made er before the public and always cures No other one will fill the Mil
Risers.
he
his business known, In which
Indigestion. Costiveness, Like DeWltt's Little Early aud K. D.
Dyspepsia,
Winters
Sold
Co.,
by
Drug
claimed to have recently inherited a Poor
or
Malaria.
Appetite, Female Ills,
Goodall.
considerable amount of wealth and Try it.
was just out from the east hunting a
Mrs. Ella Moore, wife of C. W.
ranch. . Ralph assuming that he had
Frank Hayes, who says he Is want. Moore, died at her home In Raton,
picked a snap, placed some of his ed In Brooklyn. N. Y., for the
Colfax county, this week of pneumo
cowboys In charge of his herd, turn
of $67,000 ten months ago. nia, aged thirty-fivyears. . Besides
ed bark with the doctor to show him surrendered to City Marshal 8nod- four smull children ure
the
husband,
his ranch, which seemed to please the grass of Blsbee, Ariz., recently. He left to mourn her loss.
doctor In every particular, including snvs that he is tired of dodging pur
price. The doctor also went down and suit, and is without funds. He claims
It la ten times easier to cure
looked at the W. T. Lumpklns place that $1,000 reward is offered for his cougba, croup, whooping cough and
and agreed to take It at the price he arrest.
all lung and bronchial affections

J0NE5, BOGGS

GOOD

HEALTH

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

Klr

-

'

;

.V.
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mS.

i

j
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IheWinIingSfroke

e

If more than ordinary skill in playing brings

2'. ft

.",..

j

...'

.f .'

.

T

,11

the honors of the

game to the winning player, so exceptional merit In a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reason. .
able amount of outdoor life mi recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so dot s a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement In cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It Is
however, In selecting a laxative, to
choose one of known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
It acts naturally and .gently on the internal organs,
effects, as ..a
'
simply assisting nature wnen nature neeos assistanc e, wunoui
irririnir. irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in anyway,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or in jurious nature
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manu
facture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with tht ir
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the" fact "that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
of well
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions
of
uncertain
informed people, who would not use any remedy
Every family should have a
quality or inferior reputation.
bottle of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine SvruD of Figs is for sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reputable druggists and that full name of the
company California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
the front of every package. Regular price, 50c per bottle.

n
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Doctor
when the bowele are open. Kennedy'e
understood BIHIe wanted.
Laxative Honey and Tar la the origiJones left his horse and saddle at the
How to Cure Corns and Bunions.
Laxative Cough Syrup.
In
nal
or
bunion
corn
Gently
come
the
soak
the
First,
while
Currle ranch,
parties
....'T.'-M-?- :
to Clayton to exchange the title to the warm water to soften it; then pare moves the bowels and expeli all cold
from
ayatem. Cuts the phlegm,
ranch for the cash. The doctor tele It down as closely as possible with cures the
all coughs and strengthens
out drawing blood and apply Cham
In
graphed Immediately after arriving
berlain's Pain Balm twice dally, rub weak lungs. Sold by Winters Drug
the city to Kansas City for the money
'I
bing vigorously for five minutes at Co., and K. D. Goodall.
a
to be here next morning, and then, each
application. A corn plaster
while all were supposed to be sleep- should be worn a few days to protect
Assurance has been given to the
ing, Constable R. T. Mansker, seeing ii from the shoe. As a general lini- people of Raton, Eddy county, by
Dr. 'Jones take the north bound train, ment for sprains, bruises, lameness the officials of the Pecos Valley u.
wnt Immediately to the rooms of the and rheumatism. Pain Balm is un Northeastern railway that the town
will have a substantial depot ant
two Curries and Boggs, telling them equalled. For sale by all druggists,
had
examine
their
better
freight
shipping facilities within the
pockets,
they
Alexander E. Hill and Miss Esther next
that their friend had gone. Soon the
days.
thirty
Psiillpina wer married this week at
investigation was made and Mr.
tha
Half the Ills that man is heir to
overcoat was missing, about $20 Alamogordo, Otero county, at)
Methodist church.
Spanish
come from Indigestion.
Burdock
was shy from Ralph's pocket and
Blood Bitters strengthens and tones
Hoggs' new Stetson hat was also gone.
Red
as
Cross
so
Bag
good
Nothing
Constable Mansker had received a Blue.
All gro the stomach; makes indigestion imlaundress.
tho
Delights
short time previous a description of a
yt; fthBtatyj''
2 possible.
man who had stolen a horse and bur- cers sell it.
At a
glarized a store at Stratford, Texas,
quarterly meeting last
The teachers of Otero county will week ofregular
and was watching this party, and on
Roosevelt county
A
next
meet nt Alamogordo
Friday.
veterans it was decided to defer
Inquiry learned that the horse Jones
has been arranged for
program
good
action on permanent organization and
had left at the ranch suited the de
the day.
election of officers to fill vacancies in
scriptlon exactly. So Mansker tele
Bedford forrest until the first
to
to
Trinidad
at
officers
camp
the
graphed
New Cure For Cancer.
when a full
detain Jones, where ne was soon cap
All surface cancers are now known Saturday in January,
is requested.
was
Arnica
here
meeting
back
Jones
tured.
Bucklen's
to
be
brought
curable,
by
iimniiiiiii-rf-Tii-'New Y9rt..M.Y. I
Wednesday night and was met here Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield. Va.,
"I had a cancer on my Hp
Ancient witchery was believed In by
by Texas officers who have taken him writes:
that seemed incurable, tin only a few but the true merit of Defor
years,
on to Stratford, where he will stand
Am Ira Salve healed it. and
BIG WELL
Wltt's Witch Hazel Salve is known by
trial for horse stealing and burglary, nuxirltn'a
now it Is perfectly well.' Guaranteed
hat while cure for cuts and burns. ztc at ail every one who has used It for boil.,
C. B. Allaire of the firm of Allaire, Mr. Boggs captured his
Mlera & Company, of San Antonio, Jones was returning to Texas.
sores, tetter, eczema and plies. Sob!
druggists.
wis in town on business Thursday
by Winters Drug Co., and K. D. Good
Dona Ana county. all.
At
Las
Mr. Allaire is preparing to test the
Cruces,
to
Rich
Plans
Get
r
plan of irrigating by pumping on a are often frustrated by sudden break this week, Ralph Winder and Mrs.
farm of his near. San Antonio. He down, due to dyspepsia or constlpa Emily Eugenie Morgan were married.
J. H. Steen was fined $50 and costs
has a well down seventy feet, and ex tion. Brace up and take Dr. King's
in
Justice of the Peace Green's court
Insomnia and Indigestion Cured.
pects to pump water enough ot ir- New Life Pills. They take out the
at
Socorro county, this
The materials which are clogging your
"Last vear I had a very severe at week,Socorro,
rigate three hundred acres.
on
the
charge of shooting up
fuel used will be wood cut in clear- energies, and give you a new start, tack of indigestion. I could not sleep the
at
camp
Magdalena.
At'
too.
at: night and suffered most excrutiating the farm and there will be enough Cure headache and dizziness
ing pains for three hours after each
of It to last tnree or four years. This all druggsts; 25c, guaranteed.
Accidents come with distressing
meal. I was troubled this way for
'
or
sooner
will
method of irrigating
I
used
when
months
about
three
on the farm. Cuts,' bruises,
frequency
Walter L. Miller, son of David L.
later become common In this part of
and Liver stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas' Electric
Stomach
Chamberlain's
of
who
exthe capitol,
Miller, custodian
the Rio Grande valley, and every
Tablets, and received immediate re- Oil relieves the pain
instantly. Never
periment which helps to perfect the has been for some months employed lief," says John Dixon, Tullamore,
method should be carefully observed. as chief engineer of tue American Ontarlo.Canada. For sale by all drug- sare witnout it.
Beet Sugar company's plant at La gists.
Chieftain.
mar, Colo., has returned to Santa Fe
Miss Mary, Alarid and Paul Anaya
and will remain there during the
REV. C. R. TAYLOR RESIGNED
The test artesian well at Alamogor-dwere married at AiDuquerque this
is down about three hundred and week, Justice of the Peace a. J.
Rev. C. R. Taylor, pastor of the ' winter lookinc after the orchard re
him from J. F, fifty feet and the drill is in hard clay. Crawford performing the ceremony.
Baptist church here, has resigned. His cently purchased by
Both young people live .n Santa Fe.
resignation was handed in Wednesday Wielandy.
Trouble.
Borrow
Don't
sucwill
not
who
is
known
It
night.
It is a bad habit to borrow anyceed Mr. Taylor as pastor of the BapSome Seasonable Advice.
It's the little cows that grow Into
but the worst thing you can
thing,
anMr.
nor
has
tist church,
Taylor
It may be a piece of superfluous ad possibly borrow, is trouble.
When big colds; the big colds that end in
nounced Just where he will go. It is vice to urge people at this season of
sick, sore, heavyr weary and worn-ou- t
consumption and death. Watch the
thought that he will enter missionary the year to lay In a supply of Cham by the pains and .poisons of dyspep- little colds. Dr. Wood's
Norway Pine
work. Mr. Taylor has been with th3 berlain's Cough Remedy. It is al sia, billiousness, Bright's disease, and
Syrup.
most
sure to be needed before win slmlar internal disorders, don't' sit
Baptist church at thfi place for a
number of years and has been a hard ter is over, and much more prompt' down and brood over your symptoms,
The Alamogordo Telephone comworker for the upbuilding of that and satisfactory results are obtained but fly for relief to Electric Bitters.
con- Here
as
as
soon
cold
Is
a
taken
has more telephones in operawhen
pany
sure
will
and permanent
find
you
is "very
church. . His resigrMion
and before it has become set forgetfulness of all your troubles, tion on its line In the Otero county
tracted
members
alt
the
much regretted by
tied in the system, which can ouly be and your body will not be burdened town than ever before in the history
Adver- done
of his church. Alamogordo
by keeping the remedy at hand by a load of debt disease. At all of the system.
tiser.
This remedy Is so widely known and druggists. Price 50c. Guaranteed.
so altogether good that no one should
Bodily pain loses Us terror If vounre
SATISFIED
hesitate about buying it in prefer
W. E. Stone, sheep raiser and wool a bottle of Dr. Thomaa' Eclectrlc Oil
Max Kirchman, the prominent Bo- ence to any other. It is for sale by dealer of Monte Vista, Colo., was in In the house. Instant
relief In cases
hemian citizen of Chicago who re- all druggists.
Santa Fe Friday "afternoon en route of burns, cuts sprains, accidents of
to Torrance ' where he will superin- any sort.
cently came to Socorro in search of
a desirable location for a colony of
V. T. Manville, the contractor, had tend the loading of about io.OOO sheep
his countrymen already in the Unit- two fingers of hlg rigut hand badly for shipment, to the San Luis valley
Harry Bonn, an employe of the
ed States, has become very well sat- smashed last Saturday while driving In Colorado, where they will be fed American Lumber company, died Sunisfied with conditions here and has a stake
for the cement sidewalk this winter preparatory to shipment day afternoon at hs home on the
west side at Albuquerque after a brief
taken decisive steps toward tne estab- around the uroaoway notel block to eastern markets in the spring.
the
in
a
Bohemian
illness . Deceased leaves a wife, who
of
colony
lishing
says the Silver City Enterprise. The
was with, him at the end. The re- city and immediate vicinity. Chief- injury is a very painful one. The
Full of Magic Meaning.
tain.
- tn tt,..
mallet was In tne hands of one of the are these lines from J. H. Simmons, ITialna Vera nan.
.ic .wiuici Hum;
in
Coral, Mich., by Undertaker
A.
employes when Mr. Manville, who of Casey, la. Think what might ave
FATALLY INJURED
was guiding the stake, put his hand resulted from his terrible cough If he Borders.
Frank Campbell, while on his way on top to straighten it. No bones were had not taken the medicine about
from Lake Valley to Kingston, was broken.
which he writes:
"I had a fearful
"Neglect colds make fat grave),
thrown from the stage and seriously,
cough, that disturbed my night's rest. gards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
I tried
but nothing would 8yrup helps men and women o a haft,
if not fatally, Injured. The night was
Sick headache Is caused by a dis relieve everything,
Dr. King's New py. viportua old age.
I
until
took
It,
last
the
at
and
dark,
just
extremely
ordered condition of the stomach and Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs
creek, or arroya, on the road had been Is quickly cured by Chamberlain's
and Colds, which completely cured
Archie, the Infant .nn nt r '
crossed, Campbell toppled to the Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale me."
Instantly relieves and per- Mrs. George Walker of 401
ground and both wheels ran over his by all druggists.
manently cures all throat' and lung Lead avenue
head. He was taken to a ranch house
Albuquerque, died Mon- prevents grip and pneudiseases,
near by and a physician sent for. The
monia, At all druggists; guaranteed; aay morning arter a brief Illness.
man Is completely paralysed from his
50c and $1,00. Trial bottle free.
Women lova a rtaar- Kaartti
neck down and his condition Is precarious.
The Joe Dovlto company Is doing plexton. Para blood makes
Bow
some good work In its copper proper dock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
GOING FISHING
ty near Los Placitas. The main tunef every nel U now In more than 400 feet and
Superintendent Allen rennrtv tt..
Messrs. H. M. Dougherty, John An dee te todlgettlea. Ninety-nin- e
ee head red people who have heart tremble It Is
there are now 298 pupils enrolled at
Greenwald and P. N. Yunker left
the
vein
be
will
that
expected
when it was simple ladlgea
me unitea states Indian school at
for Palomas Hot Springs, where oaa remember
It la a aclsntlfie fact thai all oases ef cross cut at 470 feet. The company,
tie.
In
rest heart disease, net rganle. are not eat expects to commence shipments as Albuquerque and that out of the
they will spend several days
whole number only two aro
and recreation. The list of Socorro traeeable to, but are die direct result ef ladh soon as the vein Is crossed.
sick, which is a remarkably
representatives at that fashlonabl) fesUon. All food taken Into the stomach
good
iieaun snowing.
resort is now quite large and when which falls of perfect dlfestlon ferments and
A Judicious Inquiry.
ihe
it
ewellslhe
stomach, putting up against
A well known traveling man who
they return iiome they will not have heart. This
Interferes with the
of
to make oath to having had ft good the heart, and la the course ef aclloa
time that visits the drug trade says he has oftime.
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased. ten heard druggists inquire of cus- Scott's Santal-Pepsi- n
Mr. D. Kwbl. of
me
O., jr. I M ftotnaefe tomers who asked for a cough
eub! and m In a bad ttt at had heart trouble dicine, whether it was wanted for a
COMING BACK
A POSITIVE CURE
I
took Kodol Dyspepsia Car for about tour
;th It
child or for an adult, and if for a
It will be glad tidings to Mr. and Booth and tt cured ma,
child they almost Invariably recomKodol Digests What You Ret
Mrs. J. F. Cook's Socorro county
no CUES so av . enwa
mend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
of
tin Maiw.KK1M
and
stomach
relieves
nervous
all
the
to
friends to learn that they are
or
of fcaorraWe
The reason for this is that they know
train and the heart of all pressure,
nd
return to their Socorro home somehov
CI), notrautflrof
Ion Standi
fc..t.TTi
atonal onlr, S I.OO Site hoMmc 24 timet Ida trial there is no dancer from It and that
time between the first and fifteenth
atza, Mch arils for SOe
it always cures. There is not the least
m
Pr'ce
or
Ji
e,aHtX
of November from San Diego, where rreeered bv a. DawiTT A Co.. OHiOAOa danger In giving It. and for
coughs,
t
at
sale
Center
for
Mr.
for
some
went
drug
time
colds and croup it Is unsurpased. For
ago
they
store and Winters Drug Co.
Cook's health.
sajp by all druggists.
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FOOT BALL

The foot ball team has played two
practice games this season, one with
the Menaul school, resulting in a tie,
and one with the high school team,
with a score of 16 to 0. Both games
showed great lack of form, and strenuous efforts have been put forth the
past week to improve the team work.
In the game this afternoon there were
several changes made in positions.
:
CenThe following was the
ter, Selva; right guard, Crawford;
left guard, Smith; right tackle, Wells;
left tackle, Maguire; right end, Mayo;
left end, Clancy; quarter back, Tasch-er- ;
left half back, Heald; right half
back, Allen; full back, Danahy;
Bryan, Ross and Cornish.
Citizen.
line-up-

FATAL DUEL
In a pitched battle, which occurred

5 o'clock yesterday morning in the
Sandla mountains, east of Albuquerque, between a party of hunters,
Solomon Garcia, a prominent youns
man of Albuquerque, received the
contents of a shotgun In his abdomen
and is not expected to live, and the
horse of one of his assailants was
killed. What caused the trouble is
not kijown, but according to the
story of Garcia, he was attacked by
several hunters, who accused him of
shooting at them. Sheriff Armljo and
a posse have gone In pursuit of the
men who did the shooting.

at

o

,

sub-stltute-

FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED

Foul play is suspected in connection with the finding of the body of
a man in the yards of the Santa Fe
In Albuquerque. The man, who wore
the clothes of a railroad machinist,
was found lying on the track, having
been run over by a train. His legs
were crushed off and the body horribly mangled. A deep cut on the
back of the head leads to the belief that the man was struck on the
head and placed on the track. The
mnn'g face was not dlsf.gured by the
train and thus far no one here has
been able to identify him.

MINISTER DEAD
The funeral oi the late Ilezoklah
Ellsworth, the veteran mlnlter of the
African Methodist church, whose
death occurred Saturday, was held
yesterday afternoon from the A. M.
E. church on West Coal avenue In the
presence of a large number of the
friends and associates of the former
minister, who was In his seventy-fiftyear. There were a great many handsome floral tributes and three fellow
niinfsters were present to pay eloquent" tribute to the worth and work
of "the dead man. One of the
MAY UNITE IN ONE
of the floral emblems enme
Last Tuesday night tne Methodists
from the Masons, of which order de- of
Alamogordo met at North M. E.
ceased was a member. Journal.
church to discuss the proposition of
uniting the members of the two
ROCK CRUSHING PLANT
churches In Alamogordo. As a result
The Southwestern is preparing to of that meeting a final vote will be
put in a rock crushing machine nt taken at the churches. The north
Tecolote, and the work on the foun- church members will vote, as to
dation fs already partly done. The whether or not they will unite with
rock will be used in ballasting the the south church, and the south
road between Santa Rosa and El curch will vote as to whether or not
Paso. The Rock Island, It is report- they will unite with the north church,
ed, ig preparing to put in a plant at both sides agreeing to abide by the
Santa Rosa. At Tecolote two spurs majority vote.
from the main track have been laid to
where the plant is to be erected.
.
10 FIND
M. T. Brown of the Brown Realty
Is elated over the large
$100
$100 company.
body of water he struck recently in
his well near Deming. The water Is
The readers of this paper will be now within four
feet of the surface.
pleased to learn that there is at least A test was made with me
pump and
one dreaded disease that science hat
was
8,000
result
the
per mingallons
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure ute, sufficient water to Irrigate forty
la the only positive cure now known thousand acres of land. He spent last
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh week in Deming, returning Monday,
being a constitutional disease, requires and will remain there several days
Hall's before returning to Its Cruces. He
constitutional treatment.
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, act- has already refused $30,000 for his
ing directly upon the blood and mu- Interest.
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the
BOUGHT RANCH
and giving Ihe patient strength
Charles Whittemore, postmaster nt
tip the constitution and
iy building
work.
in
The
Its
Undon, Osage county, Kansas, and
assisting nature doing
in one of the foremost politicians of the
faith
much
have
q
proprietors
lis curative powers that they offor Sunflower state, spent yesterday In
One Hundred Dollars for any case Albuquerque on Ms way home from
Ihnt it falls to cure. Send for lit of a trip to Hilbrook, Ariz. Mr. Whltle-mortestimonials.
trip to Holbrook was for the
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO, Tolpurpose of buying a sheep ranch in
edo. O.
Navajo county. He closed the deal
Fold by all Druggists, .c.
and
the consideration Is reported to
for
Tills
Take Hall's Family
have been $28,000.
mm
h
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VOUR HAT

COLORADO FOREST RESERVE

Ma? Be a Stills Oae, Bat It Makes
Trouble.
A man usually buys a hat thst's "In
Washington, Oct. 21 Tlia npheav-e- l
atyla." but the modern Ut lor men ha
of r.umutulu land funning weisiepj
tola to answer (or.
Cdloratlo
constitutes the greut
Baldheads are growing mora numer
of the middle weHt.
oua every day. Hut make excellent
breeding placea for the parasltio term
The topography of this central elewhich tap the Ufa from the roota o( the vated
region makes U a factor of
hair.
Ita mountain are
When your hair begins to tall out and economic value.
your icalp la full of Dandruff It la a the sources of such important streams
that theaa oountleaa germs are as the Colorado, the Rio
jure aign
Grande, the
bually at work.
There la but ona way to overcome the Arkansas, and the North and Soth
trouble and kill the germa-th-at
way U Platte, which, with their numevoui
to apply Newbro'a Harplolde to
the
calp- -lt
will kill the germa and healthy tributaries, supply, to a large ex'.ent,
hair la aura to reault,
the drainage systems upon which Uio
old by leading druggleta. Send 10c. In surrounding states and territories deMampa for aamplo to The Herplclde Co.,
pend.
Striking evidence of the
Detroit, Mich.
influence of these natural
ID. Q. MURPHY,
mountain reservoirs la seen in the
Special Agent
fact that the U. 8. reclamation service has recently selected various
reservoir Bites on the Grand and
Yamiiah rivers, In Colorado, for the
storage of water in connection with
irrigation uroJucts for the reclamation
of extensive areas in southern Cali
November 1st, Mrs. Mont N.
Ro8H will
fornia, Nevada, and Arizona.
(he dining
The government. In is work of pre
room formerly owned by
serving natural resorvolrs, as form
Mrs. Anna Lambcrtjon on
ing a necessary part of Its Irrigation
Bridge street. Best service
projects, has recently extended its
For rates apply on
given.
protection over a considerable portion
premises.
of this mountainous area by the es
MRS MONT N. ROSS
tablishment of a. number of forest reserves, for the purpose of conserving
Colo. Phone 191. Bridge St.
and regulating the stream flow of the
region, and eventually insuring a
greater flow in certain of the streams.
This means that the forest cover
on the tops and slopes of theBe rugged
mountains Is to be protected, and
used only so far as the preservation of
stream flow and a permanent supply
Tne
of forest products will allow.
mountains will now be constantly
Colo Phone, No. 191
patrolled, M government expense, to
Bridge Street.
prevent the further occurrence of de
vastating fires. This, alone, will con
fer an inestimable blessing upon all
Mrs.
depending upon this region for wood
'?
or water.
The tracts reserved are at too great
an altitude to admit of agricultural
lands being Included to any great extent. Tbey consist mainly of rough,
mountain areas, practically worthless
SANTA FEZ N. M.
except for their timber, water, for
Fire Proof, Electric Lighted,
age and mining wealth, withholding
Steam Heated, Centrally Locate
rueeed areas of this kind from set
will not interfere with the
tlement
Bathe, and Sanitary .Plumbing
'
of the state, because such
settling
Throughout ,
Larg. Sample Room for Com
mercial Men.
American or European Plan,
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.
waci'j-shei-
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New Dining Room
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FURBISHED
Rooms

Anna Lambertson

HOTEL CLAIRE

WONDERFUL CURE

hinds are (insulted to the purposes of
the home t'iktr, As their administration by the government will however, eventually muke possible the
settlement and development of other
lands, both in Colorado and elsewhere,
these otherwise waste areas will now
be made to contribute directly towards building up prosperous homes lu
large sections of the country.
The state of Colorado, in particular,
will derive much benefit, because Its
Irrigation possibilities are so great.
The fact that when the reclamation
work of the government was undertaken only about 3 per cent of the
entire land surface of Colorado was
Included In what, might be termed
improved lands and that about
of that amount had been Irrigated, led the reclamation service to
devote special attention to the feasibility of reclaiming lands In Colorado. As a result, various projects are
now under consideration which will
render cultivable for the first time
extensive areas throughout the west
em portion of the state. One of
them, the Uncompahgre valley pro
ject, is already well under way. V hen
It Is completed, sufficient land will
be reclalmable to furnisa home fo;
at least 1.200 families in the Uncom
pahgre valley.
The progress which has already
been made upon tuese various projects leaves no room to doubt that
the relation which the government Is
esatbllshing, in Colorado, between the
mountain sides and the valley lands,
Is one which means the agricultural
development of large sections of the
state.
While the forest cover on these
mountains will be made to play this
Important role in the irrigation movement. It la no nart of the government's
policy to withdraw the reserved lands
from general use. On the contrary, It
should be understood that the re
serve will be open to an persons for
all legitimate purposes. The timber,
water, pasture, mineral, and other resources will continue to be for the
use of the people, the reserves hav
ing been established for the purpose
of benefiting, in every way possible,
all the communities which are in any
wise dependent upon them.
two-third-
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MAN MANGLED BY

SANTA FE TRAIN

Las Vegas Iron Works
Foundry & Machine Shops
Union Gasoline Engines, the
Most Desirable Power.
Stover Gasoline Engines for
f(
Running Printing Presses,
Grinding Mills, Pumping Outfits, Wood Sawing, Electric

After having been twice identified
by people who believed him to be a
relative, and as many times denied
after more careful examination, and
after a coroner's jury had passed upon the body- - as that of an unknown
man, the remains of the man cut to
pieces by a train in .the Santa Fe

yards at Albuquerque Sunday morn
ing, were that night finally and posi
tively Identified as those of Ivan
Chavez, a ranchman of Bernalillo,
who has relatives in Albuquerque.
While the dead man's body was
horribly mangled by the cars, his face
escaped injury and all day a stream

g)Og))0fl)e)0QOt)

Light Plants, Laundries.

J. C.

ADLON. Prop.
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ttcrckezl Teller..

I can refer 70a to cnatrsnors among
the bast people of the towiL I guana-tesatlafaction. men I data and
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Johnscn &
Son
''
Undertakers

press a salt It looks.ls sew. Curses
reasonable. Giro me a oaS. .
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riandsome Leather Card
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Cut this ad out and send to us
with Name and Address, and we
will send to you as soon as poasi-ble. Address:
O
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MULLEN & BLUETT

avnd

CLOTHING

Embotlmers
Finest Equipped Office in the
Territory. White and black
funeral cars. Oar prices are
rignt. Colo. Tel. 258.
S. Side Plaza, Old Town
t
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WHEAT

FUEL DEALER

MllUaf Wheal
puldtor
Seed Wheat orbalelaSeasos
H.

.

& DUNCAN

LIVERY RIGS
SADDLE HORSES
Month.
Boarding for Horses by Day or

Corn and Corn Chops

WM. BAASCH
PHONE 77

NATIONAL AVE

French Dry Cleaning
We
will

TWie.

.ev-t- t

Ut Vl
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Guauntf
not

the Spoil

Come

Back

For nneinW clothes cleaning and
dyeinff send lis you work, but h ladies
Portieres aud lace
and
curtains a pecialty. Goods returned
promptly C (). D. Roth city phones
with Ion' distance connection.
Colorado Thone, Red 1CA 2 rings
Automatic Phot-C75.
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WASHINGTON D.C,
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BRILX3E STREET
SPOUTING, ROOFINQ
AND OALVAN.
TIN
WORK.
IRON
IZED

A Trial Order

Is Solicited

I o. r. pi ait,

mi n. Btii n

Browne & Manzanares Co

OF SORE HANDS
Cy

Cutloura

After

17170 LEGALE QClOOEnO

the

wool, tiiDsa ac:d

Poet awtui eunerino
Over Ciperlenced

W. A. Wood Mowers
Cultivators
Sheep Shears
Reapers, Harvesters

CICHT DOOTORO
Aed Many Remsdiss Falld
to do e Cant's Worth

el

I?

4

wss troubjed with sore bands, so
sore that when I would put them in
water the pain would nearly act me
crazy, the akin would peel off and the
flth would get hard and break. There
would be blood flowing from at least
fifty places on each hand. Words could
never tell the suffering I endured for
three years. I tried everything, but
could get no relief. I tried at least
eight different doctors, but none did
me any good, as niy hands were a bad
when I got through doctoring as when
I began. I also tried many remedies,
but none of them ever did me one
cent's worth of good. I was diacour
I would feel so,
aged and heart-aorbad mornings, to think I had to go to
work and stand the pain for ten hours,
1 often feltlike givingupmy position.
Before I started to work I would
have to wrap every finger np separately, so aa to. try and keep them
soft, and then wear gloves over the
rags to keep the grease from getting
on my work. At night I would hare
to wear gloves ; in fact, I had to wear
gloves all the time. But thanks to
Cuticura, that is all over now.
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On Railroad Track.

We have the exclusive apency in Las
Vegas for the famous Monarch Malleable Iron Range, the bent on earth.
Give this range your inspection and
you will use no other. Prices from

e.

$35 to

II

GE
J.
Masonic

01.

Douglas Ave

t

Sa,nta. Fc Now Mexico.

Ointment, iOc, Sup,
BwtM.SakProBrMon.
ft " Xta Onet Skie Bosk.
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Sept. 4, 1905.
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RETAIL PRICES:

Per loo lbs.'
ao

2,000 pounds or more, each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 to 1,000 pounds, each delivery

t

i

.30c
40c

;

5c

50 to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
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Vegas, New Mexico.
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LAS VEGAS

PECOS

If you wish beautiful, clear, white

In

Dealer

.MS BUB,

t. fll. Can,

of people were pouring tnrough the
undertaking parlors where the body
lay, looking to see If the face might
be that of a friend or relative. Early
in the day a daughter of Pablo Diaz,
of Barelas, passed Into, the morgue,
took one look at fhe face and fainted.
When revived she expressed the be
lief that the body was that of her,
father. A little later, however, other
relatives arrived, and although they
declared the resemblance remarkable,
pronounced the body not that of Diaz.
Later In the day It was found that
Diaz had gone to San Marcial Satur
day night, and was alive and well.
One other man from Barela's claimed
the body as that of his brother, but
later found his mistake.
No one was found who could tell
Just when the man was run over, and
it is believed to have been done by a
string of freight cars being bandied
by the night yard crew in the lower
yards, the body being rolled along
by the. cars, the engine not passing
over it. The coroner's Jury found
that an unknown man had been killed
'
V
by the cars but fixed no blame..
Soon after the Jury had returned its
finding, Louis boodman, employed In
the Santa Fe freight house, viewed
the body and at once announced It to
Ivan
be that of . his brother-in-law- ,
Chavez of Bernalillo. The dead man's
sister also viewed the body and confirmed the statement of his Identity.
Chavez went to Albuquerque four
days ago and had been drinking to
some extent, according to the people
The only theory, Is
who know him.
than he could
more
had
he
taken
that
stand and dropped to sleep in the
yards, across the track, or had failed
to see the cars coming down on him.
He owned a small farm near Bernalillo, and was well thought of by his
neighbors.
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Hardware

Temple

"After doctoring for three years,
and spending much money, a 50c.
box of Cuticurs Ointment ended all
my sufferings. It's been two years
since I used any, and I don't know
what sore hands are now, and never
lost a day's work while using Cuticura Ointment."
THOMAS A. CLANCY,
310 N. Montgomery St., Trenton, N.J.
BoM thlMthool lh vsrM. Cation
Raolral, Me.
(to torn cfClMeolaM Cmn4 Pllta,
ptr tU of mt.
Ste. tUter Drue ft

Interest

CCO.

.

50c

CURED FOR

Las Vegas, New Mexico
(
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Steel Passenger Coaches.

Transmutation and motive Dower
officials of several of the larger lines
have become interested in the advantages to be derived by the use of

steel passenger coaches.The recent in
troduction of such coaches on tne
Seals
Inir Inland road attracted the atten
Corporation
tion of the Pennsylanla railroad aih
ubber Stamps. thoritles, and as a result of confer
ences held recently It Is thought like
)y that experiments will be made with
a" view to the use of steel coaches on
the Pennsylvania's regular lines. The
KHe Is also said to have taken up
424 Grand nve...
the idea, and to have ordered the con
struction of one car for experimental
purposes. A steel postal and baggage
R.
car now on the Erie lines Is reported
to be giving general satisfaction
Steel construction of passenger coaches offers the advantages of great
CorrTvie If thHind" NationarstaT
strength, the elimination of the danger of telescoping In case of wrecks,
and of. the risk of fire. As Is well
13
25c.
for
lbs
fnfatoes
In
Strictly freeh ranch eggs, 30 cents known, steel cars were adopted
serwhen
Its
New
York
dozen.
the
subway
per
vice was first Inaugurated.
Gasoline, 30 cents a gallon,
Siier 15 lbs for II.
Five lb. can Pure Colorado Lard, 65c
Sweet tickles. 25 cents a quart.
Don't forget to sand your eastern
We are od" every night In the week
Oal
friend an Optic Souvenir.
uctll ? o'clock and on Saturday night
few more left.
until 10 o clock.
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WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

Wool. Hides and Pelts a Specialty

Las Vegas
HLubber Stamp Works

Crvsh Grocery

Horse Rakes
Wool Sacks
Bay Presses
and Binders

Complete Una of Amols Soap Always on Band

Notarial SerJs,

L.RICHMOND'S

fjlto

Qood

clothes, use Red Cross Baw Blue.

CRRRILLOS

.

Screen Lump. Soft Coal,
Cerrillos Soft Nut Uoai,
CHAFFIN
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GOTTLEIB'S NEW PHOTO STUDIO

Corner Main and Sixth Avenue, opposite City Hall
Artistic portraits to twelve young ladies, over sixteen years of age,
Tuesday, Oct 24, 1903
Ladles must
Appointments must be made before Monday, 6 p. m.
be residents of Las Vegas or Old Las Vegas.
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DO YOU INTEND

a beating

stovawy

year?

buying heiitiiittov just bwauMtt'i cheap?
buying a heating stove that will "eat" coal?
Would you Uks a good, buutlaouia heater tint Is guarantied to give
will aava fuel and make ft
you satUfalou in every respect, which
which w can have set
nice, cozy het. . One which ha good p)ernriind
and all counected ready to start the Are? If the latter we Juvlte your mspeo
tioo of the largest line of heater ever shown in Laa Vtgus.
luteii-- l

ILFELD Celebrating

OLi

FORTY FKARS OLD this month, from a small and unpretentious beginning it has
grown inch by inch, improving conditions, gaining the confidence of the people, and their efforts have been to gain
the good will of each and every man, woman and child that stepped inside the door,
The principles, courage, enterprise, energy and iron purpose of beIts career has been
ing worthy ofyour patronage has been rewarded. The appreciation that spells SUCCESS.
You have shown 60 much good will that this store deserves your utmost confidence, and now that these people have given us charge of their entire stock you may rest assured that it is our aim, regardless of cost, to move
This business

WM. ILFELD

LUDWIG

E.

The Hardwareman
Las Vetfas, N. M.
nrldfie Street. -

Meeting of Fraternal Union tonight

Bourd of education meeting tonight.
t"s
Meeting of Kthnslogicul club at
Mr. W. L. Crockett this evening.

-

i ' ?

Zenon Martlnex,?or Rio
.
a
LI
JH
oil it
XflfS UHJT HI i
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ilHni
t tunt business.

Sanchez,
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For Rent SI rsoil house, Sixth
conveniences.
AH .modern
street.
Apply H.

GCbors.

10-11- 5

E. Rosenwald ft Son
ping about 20,(HKi aheep
Fe dipping pens today.

flushed dipat the Santa

The Chapman lodge A. F. and A.
has a special meeting tonight to
confer the master mason degree.
M.,

pocket book

con-

Lost Gentlemun'B
taining bills and checks. Liberal reward for return to The Optic office.

U

Tremendous Reduction in the Furniture Department.

8pccll Officer Ben Williams of the
8anta Fe and Deot Master Wells
made an Important capture Saturday
evening at Albuquerque, when they
took Into custody a man givng his
name as C. D. Roper, wanted for robbing the Santa Fe ticket office at
Raton, of tickets valued at $1,000. The
robbery occurred on last Wednesday.
Roper went to Albuquerque last week
with a gang of painters working for
the railway company. He was employed in painting the local station,
and it Is presumed that he gained ad
mission to the Raton office while en
gaged in painting the interior of the
station at that point
A search of Roper's grip at the
time he was arrested developed the
fact that it contained the missing
tickets and this was deemed sufficient
evidence on which to take him back
to Raton.

This whole house has caught the enthusiastic spirit of the occasion, and points of interest are falling thick and
fast in every department.
Bargains Here Money Savings There and Prices that Stagger you EveryUs.
the
where. To the hundreds that refpond we have made ample pieparation to
Spend
Day imoitg
wait on the eacrer buyers. ' Extra sales people employed and an enlarged de
set ot
and
the
will
facilitate
dispatch of goods. With the assistance ot this
livery system
be
command.
will
service
entire
this
at
our
and
to
store
clerks we are glad say that
your
non-tiri-

eei

L

ate

..,

FINE SHOES
Women's White House Patent Kid, matt top..
Goodyear welt Cuban heel lace shoe, B to R
2

C.

1--

BOUCHER

SPORLEDER

:

Bltd

F.I0

8
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0
q

i

elf
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enroute, is pure?

Why not be on the

safe side and use the wholesome,

ap-

petizing Sealshipt Oysters? They
never come in contact with ice, but
are enclosed In a sanitary case of
white enamel which Is sealed and sur-- .
rounded by ice in a Sealshipt Oyster
Carrier. J. H. Stearns. Grocer.

M. OTEARC3Q, (Bresson
Its a homely

old adage
2?
of
PudProof
"The
the
ding is in the Eating."
But like many other old,
plain things its true.
Our Benjamin Suits are
just what you are looking J
for. Try them. The wear-- 1
ingwill prove their good 5T
quality.

Q

0
0
0

0
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LAS VEGAS EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE
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'
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You are careful as to the source of
the ice Which is put Into your drinking water. But are you sure that
the ice which id piit into your oysters

1

3.
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0
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COMPANY

0
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SHOE
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SEALSHIPT OYSTERS.

0 00
0o 0
0 00
f 06
8S0 0

WEATHER C0UINQ
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to 7. Ogonu last
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Women's Vici Kid Goodyear welt patent
ueel lace shoe, B to E 3
to 8
Vassar last
Women's Vici Kid patent tip extension sole,
military heel, B to EG 2 to 8, Clio t3CO
Our "Louise Shoes" in Patent Kid Vici Kid and
Tan lace, 8 to 7, A to B
C3CO
in Vici Kid, Blucher and lace, the
"Empress"
' best
wearing and fitting shoe made for the
to 8, A to E
C9CO
money. 2
See our line of Ltdies' $2.00 Shoes
1--

A contest of oratory will be held in
ted to the mysteries ' of the second
Albuaueraue Wednesday, Dec. 27, un
degree of Odd Fellowship at Las Ve- der the
auspices of the New Mexico
gas lodge.
Teachers' association, which will be
D.
In session there during je Christmas
A merchant'
license has been
Mexico Coffee Roaster.
New
Th
all
contest
In
high
this
holidays.
granted to William Boasch and to schools of the territory and the pre
The Peoples Second Hand Store fpr
paratory departments of higher insti
twelve months each.
tutions will participate. The follow
has need of something that can
schools have been Invited to send
ing
Mrs. B. T. Mills entertained' her their best orators:
be found in our modern pharwhist club last night and a very en'
HlKh schols of Roswell, Carlsbad,
macy. ;
joyable evening was spent Refresh- Gallup, Demlng, Silver City, Artesia,
ments were served.
; ,j Not only do we carry everyFarmlngton, Las Cruces, Socorro, Baton. Las Vegas. Clayton, Alamogordo,
thing you could think of in the
A marriage license has been granted Santa Fe and Albuquerque, and the
t
to Margarita Domlnguez of Las Ve- preparatory schools of the New Mexway of drugs and family remegas and Apollnarla Marquez of La ico Military Institute, Roswel!; A. &
dies, but a great many things
M. collesre. Mesllla Park; School or
Manga. New .Mexico.
yipiu never thought of in the way
as Vegas iSiormai
Mines. Socorro;
(oi toilet articles, hair brushes
Quite a number of Las Vegans are school, Silver City Normal school and
invited to the smoker and dance given the University.
and face powders. We offer a
It is proposed that these schools
by the Santa Fe fire department at
fine lot of hot water bottles, etc
hold local contests to select their star
Santa Fe this evening. ' to
speakers and the cmes thus selected
W. D, Row en and wife of uTo'peki
the conference to be neld m De
Kas., John Hunter of. Pittsburg1,1 "P1., t
assoand W. C. Murphy of Topeka are cember, a territorial oratorical
form
rules
and
formed
be
will
ciation
stopping at the La Pension.
ulated to govern future contests.
will be of about tweli hunOrations
GOLD
By mistake in composition yester
In length and two sets of
words
dred
Davis
ft Sydes were made to Bay
day,
will decide as to
Get your overcoat now get it here we have the right kind, at
in their ad. that they were selling three Judges each
In thought and composi
merit
the
their
right price. No matter if yon are short or tall, fat or thin, we
two pounds of quinces for $1.00,
fit you. If you have a boy we can fit him also.
can
in
delivery.
read 20 tion and
whereas It should
toucn
closer
in
schools
To
bring
Back Overcoats in the new V
Mrt' Stylish Plain or
pounds. This is a ' genuine bargain
to give reai
and
another
one
well made shoulders, $7.00
with
collar,
shades
and
colorings, good fitting
and should be taken' advantage of by
in public speaking are tne
practice
Las Vega housekeepers.
.
alma nt thin nlan. Questions with re- Regular Ovorco&ta, Blacks, Tans, Grays
foronc to the contest may be sent to 10
9
B.
I.
to $20.
B.
O.
wald
Rosen
The J.
lodge
commission in charge ot Prof. R.
B., will gve Its first entertainment
Asplund, prof. J. H. Crum and Miss
of the season tonight at Rosenthal
Coats -- Long, Stylish, Per-eMan's
Nancy Hewitt.
hall on Railroad avenue. There will
fitting Blacks, Grays and Fancy Mix10
be cards, dancing, prizes and refreshtures, $12,50 to $20.
C. B. M. and C. A. S. HodKson oi
ments. Bluers orchestra will furnish
veLas
In
1
the music. The entertainment will Guildford, England, are
Man's Top Coats Neat and Dressy,
gas, the guests of their uncle, Capt. IQ
commence at 8 o'clock promptly.
O
E. G. Austen, of this cltf The young
style and make recommend them to any
30 to $16.50,
are on their way around tne
men
you can buy elsewhere--$1It had been hoped that the reser world and came here rom Denver, I
voir at the territorial asylum, which is
Colo.
IO .
Young Man's Belted Back or Plain
being built to contain the overflow
Ovsrcoats, cut in the newest fashion, and
from the artesian well, and furnish a
Mr. Charles K. Freeman of Chicago,
made by experts. Neat brown and gray
water supply for the building and
111., who Is making his home In Las
to $18.30.
mixtures-$- 7.
for Irrigating purposes, could be fin
'
his health, as he is a sufnlshed In three weeks, but Contractor Vegas for
retrouble,
from pulmonary
Edward Holt Bays that If cold weath ferer
Boy's' Ovsrcoats, Sizes 9 tol6.
offi
from
the
a
general
ceived
letter
er sets In too quickly, it will prevent cers of the National Fraternal Sani4he completing of the concrete work
Little Fellows Russian Overcoats in stripes
tarium yesterday, In response to an
and seriously delay the project.
and fancy overplaids. Snag and
checks
Inquiry. A passage In the letter of
dressy. Most attractive for school or gener
Interest to all was as follows: "While
wear-$3- .50
to $8.
Miss Matllde Gallegos, accompanied
al
We have employed all our time and
by her two little sisters," Jeurne and best
to
efforts
our
In
open
energies
Rebekah, arrived esterday from
the month of
sanitarium
the
during
Can't beat us on Underwear. We know it we
where Miss Gnuegos went
will
be
find
we
it
that
October,
yet
a week ago Saturday evening In ans
can show you come and see us before buying.
to get ready for patients
wer to a telegram advising that her Impossible
1st next. This delay
mother was seriously 111. Vpon ar- before January
be
will
very discouraging to
perhaps
rival at Tucumcarl Sunday evening
we
are
doing everything
you.
yet
Mlsg Gallegos found that her mother
a home at an early
to
provide
possible
,1.
Mrs.
master.
had passed to her
utifferera of
ton
unfortunate
date
the
G, Gallegos, deceased, died o. pneut
tuberculosis."
,
Oct. 15,
monia at the age of forty-one1905, at 2 a. m. Four children.
A pleasant card party w ill be given
Jose P., Juanlia and Rebekah
GalleROH, remain to mourn the sad nt Rosenthal ball by the Jewish
this evening.
lops of tbflr beloved mother.
"

up-to-d-

Mcap.

E. CALLAHAN, Sale Manager.

It is natural to want the biggest
bunch the. most for your money. But
in looking for the biggest bunch
don't fail to consider duality, quan
tity, values and service as well as
price.
We get the biggest bunch, buy closest, take' every fair advantage we
buy well to sell well.
We expect you to want the biggest bunch the most for your money
and you will always get the finest
quality, the largest quantity, the very
best values ' and the most pleasing
service In short, the biggest bunch.

F. M. Angel was last night admit-

;
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SALE
IV.

ORATORICAL CONTEST

10127
;

Next Thursday, OCT. 26th. We Swing the Doors Open to a

ROBBER ARRESTED

Quarter sized collari at the Hub.
1054
"

these goods into the homes of Las Vegas and surrounding country with prices beyond comprehension.

SUPPOSED DEPOT

MEADOW CITY BRIEFS

in

LADIES' CLOAKS
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S CLOAKS
READY-MADOVTING FLANNELL GARMENTS

0 '
0i
DILESS SKIRTS
0
0 Agents for
0
0
St. Marys Woolen Blankets
0
0 Special
0
100 LADIES' FLANNELETTE
0

q

See Window Display.
0
0
0
0 M. GREENBERGER 00
0
0
0 00000000000000OO00O0O00000O00

E
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HOUSE WRAPPERS
FOR. 79 O&

AGENT FOR STANDARD PATTERNS

I HENRY LEVY. 517 6th

St

0
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Do Ycur Shirt o Need Buttons?

CJ (3

E

Especially Flna LoU

20 too. for

LAD VEO AS STEAM LAUNDRY

oill

QJJ D

For Prcoorvlno, On
If they do, send them to us. We
sew buttons on shirts and make
no extra charge. Special order
work 20 per cent extra.

o

(3)

Phones:

Colorado 81; Las Vegaa

17.

01-0- 0

00000000000000000000000000000000
0
00
0
0
0
7Mi
0
HAMG
00
and
0
BACON
00;
0
o
Th9 Dost Ever
0
0
00
0
0 GRAAF & HAYWARD 0
00
0
Two Vp.to.Dat Markets
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